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Abstract 
We present a parallel multigrid code which is designed to solve elliptic partial differential 
equations on unstructured grids by using the finite element method. 
By allowing unstructured grids we can solve problems on general polygonal regions , 
experiment with different shaped grids and use adaptive refinement methods. The 
unstructured grids also let us adaptively refine the grids in parallel. That is , once 
the init ial coarse grid has been passed down from the host machine, the refinement , 
the solu tion of the partial differential equation and the load balancing are all done in 
parallel. 
The data structure we use is similar to t he node-edge data structure described by 
Rude. This data structure treats the grid as a collection of nodes (vertices) and edges 
(how the vertices are joined). The node-edge data structure is a flexible data structure 
which can store triangles, rectangles and tetrahedrons. To extend the data structure 
to t he parallel environment we divide the nodes up into full nodes and ghost nodes . 
The full nodes are used in the computation and directly correspond to the nodes used 
in the serial implementation. The ghost nodes are used to control the communication 
between t he neighbouring processors. 
The grids are refined by using the newest node bisection method. In this method 
t he triangles are spli t along t he edges which sit opposite the newest nodes. These edges 
are called base edges. By storing a record of the base edges the triangles may be spli t 
independently across the processors. 
Du ri ng adaptive refinement it may be necessary to split some of the neighbouring 
triangles to keep the angles bounded away from 0 and 7r. In this case we introduce 
interface-base edges. In terface-base edges are edges which sit between two different 
levels of refi nement. In the parallel implementation we have two contrad ictory goals. 
On one hand we want to refine the grids in a particular order to keep the angles 
bounded away from 0 and 7r. On the other hand we want to be able to split the 
triangles independently across t he processors. The compromise we make is to spli t 
t he t ria ngles in t he interior of the processors independently and use communication to 
control t he order of refinement around t he processor boundaries. 
To find t he regions of refinement we use an error indicator sim ilar to Mitchell's and 
Rude's error indicator. This error indicator measures the difference between the fine 
and coarse grid solu t ions. The gr id is only refined in those regions where there is a 
large difference between t he solu t ions. 
Wh n we allow adaptive refinement we have to address t he problem of load bal-
ancing. The method we use to re-balance t he load is to let the nodes 'flow' out of the 
processors with too many nodes into t he processor which do no t have enough . By flow 
we mean that t he nodes follow t he dges shared between neighbouring processors. 
In t his t hesis we shall describe t he implementation in further detail and give some 
example resul ts obtained from experimental runs on a cluster of SU workstations and 
a high p rformance parallel machin , namely t he AP1000. The results are designed 
to highlight the numerical properties of t he code as well as its efficiency on a parallel 
machin e. 
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Chapter 1 
Introd uction 
Multigrid methods are fast and powerful methods for solving a wide variety of prob-
lems . Many theoretical and practical studies have shown that they offer near optimal 
efficiency results. However, as with any numerical method , the time taken to solve a 
problem is limited by the speed of the underlying machine. The aim of this t hesis is 
to present a program which combines the numerical efficiency of the multigrid method 
with the computational power of a high performance parallel machine. 
Early experiments with parallel multigrid considered uniform grids on a square 
domains. However many physical problems are not well modelled by such a structured 
grid. Consid er for example the following problem taken from Collatz [20] which is 
designed to model the potential flow in a transformer coil by the stream function 
equation 
6.u = 0, (1.1) 
with the boundary defined as 
u=o 
@] 
The computational technique used to solve such a problem should put most of the 
work into those parts of the region where the flow is changing most rapidly, such as 
the inner corners shown in figure 1.1. Putting extra work into solving the problem 
in t h other parts of t he region is not necessary and degrades the performance of the 
algorithm. 
The technique t hat we use to solve such a problem is the adaptive finite element 
method. For example, figures 1.2 and 1.3 show how we adapted the grid to obtain the 
solution given in figure 1.1. 
Several other aut hors have developed parallel implementations of the multigrid 
method which use adaptive refinement techniques. See for example [3] [41] [57] and 
[58]. The common approach behind all of these packages is that they view the region 
as a (complex) composition of structured grids. 
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F igure 1.1: Model of t he potent ial flow in a transformer coi l. 
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F igure 1.2 : Res ul t after fi ve levels of refin ement of t he grid used to solve eq uation 1.1. 
The ini t ial coa rse grid is given in B.4. 
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F igure 1.3: Resu lt after six levels of refinement of the grid used to solve equation 1.1. 
T his grid was used to find the solution given in figure 1.1. The initial coarse grid is 
given in B .4 
F igure 1.4: T he grid from figure 1.2 divided over four processors . The regions which 
are not shad d are shared by two or more processors. 
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The unique feature with the implementation presented here is that our data struc-
ture stores unstructured grids. For example, figure 1.4 shows the grid from figure 1.2 
spread over four processors. The regions which are not shaded are shared by two or 
more processors. 
By using such a method we are able to solve problems on a wide variety of domains 
using different shaped grids. Furthermore, all of the work may be done on the proces-
sors, except for defining the initial coarse grid. That is, the refinement , the multigrid 
solution and the load balancing are all computed in parallel thus offering a flexible high 
performance algorithm. 
1.1 Program Description 
The program is designed to solve linear elliptic partial differential equations of the form 
auxx + 2buxy + CUyy + dux + euy + fu = G(x, y) 
defined on two dimensional polygonal domains. The coefficients a, b, c, d , e, f are real 
valued constants, while G(x, y) is a real valued function . To ensure that the equation 
is elliptic we assume that ac > b2 . 
We also consider a three dimensional example of the form 
.0.u + fu = G(x, y, z), 
on the unit cube. 
J n both cases the boundary condition are Dirichlet. 
2 
1 __ -----__ 3 
-------_5 
6 
Figure 1.5: The grid is stored in a node-edge data structure. The node table holds the 
geometrical information wh ile the edge table holds the topological information 
The main data structure used by the program is a node-edge data structure similar 
to th one presented by Rude ([59], [60], [61], [62], [63] and [64]). In this method 
the unstructu red grid's geometrical information is stored in a node table, while the 
topological information is stored in an edge table. As an example suppose we had 
the grid given in figure 1.5 , then the g ometrical information would be stored in the 
following node table: 
4 
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N ode 1(0.0,0.0) , 2(0.5 , 1.0) , 3(1.0,0.0),4(0.5, -1.0) , 5(1.5 , -1.0),6(1.0, -1.5), 
while the topological information is stored in the following edge table: 
Edge 1-2 , 1-3 , 1-4,2-1 , 2-3 , 3-1 , 3-4, 3-5,4-1,4-3,4-5,4-6,5-3,5-4,5-6, 6-4, 6-5. 
The main advantage of this approach is its flexibility. By using the node-edge 
table, the same data st ructure can handle triangles, quadrilaterals and tetrahedrons. 
The finite elements offered by the program include; linear triangles, bilinear rectangles , 
quadratic triangles, and linear tetrahedrons. ote that in this thesis we have assumed 
that the reader is familiar with the finite element method . A discussion on the basic 
properties of the finite element method can be found in [39]. 
The other advantage of this method is that it is well suited to parallel implemen-
tations. By adding ghost nodes, most of the algorithms are readily extended from the 
serial environment to the parallel environment. The ghost nodes are used to complete 
the connections. For example, suppose the grid given in figure 1.5 was split across two 
processors, with nodes 1, 2 and 3 going into one processor and nodes 4, 5 and 6 going 
into the other (see figure 1.6). Then nodes 4 and 5 will be placed in processor 1 as 
ghost nodes and nodes 1 and 3 are placed into processor 2 as ghost nodes. 
2 
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Processor 1 Processor 2 
Figure 1.6: Example grid spread across two processors. The full nodes are drawn as 
dark circles while the ghost nodes are drawn as open circles. 
By using the ghost nodes , th tiffness matrix and load vector are calculated in 
parallel without the need to do any communication. 
When one of t he full nodes is updated , say after an iteration of a Jacobi loop, it has 
to send the updated value to any corresponding ghost node. However , the ghost nodes 
are often used to overlap the communicat ion and computation, thus reducing the cost 
of send ing the updates. 
T he ghost nodes are also used to setup the communication pattern. Each full node 
records the position of any correspond ing ghost node. Furthermore, e ch ghost node 
records t he position of the corresponding fu ll node. Therefore , each processor can 
determine where to send updates and from where updates wi ll originate. 
5 
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1.2 The Multigrid Method 
As t he name suggests, multigrid methods use multiple layers of grids. The idea being 
t hat each grid layer cont ributes different pieces of information towards the solu tion of 
the problem. In terms of elliptic partial differential eq uations each grid layer is used to 
remove differen t frequency components of t he error. 
There are many variations of t he multigrid t heme, but as an example lets look at 
t he V-scheme. Given a nested seq uence of grids, Ml C M 2 C .. . C M n , the algorithm 
for the V-scheme is; 
A lgorit hm 1.1 
v
m f-- V-schemem (Pi, P2, f m , v m) 
{ 
} 
do 1 to Pi 
vmf-- R m(jm _ A mvID ) 
ifm> 1 
r ID- 1f--l;::-1(jID _ AIDvID ) 
VID- 1f-- V-schemeID - 1 (Pi, P2, r ID - 1, 0) 
eID f-- l ;::_ l v ID - 1 
vIDf--eID + v ID 
do 1 to P2 
vmf-- R ID(jID _ AIDvm) 
The most frequently used relaxation methods, R ID, are weighted J acobi or Gauss-
Seidel, but t hese are not the only ones t hat may be used, for example red-black or line 
Gauss-Seidel are also often used. The interpolation operator, 1;::_1' used in t his report 
is linear interpolation. The restrictio n operator, 1;::-1 , is defined to be the transpose 
of t he interpolation operator. See Briggs [14] for further discussions on t he philosophy 
behind the mu ltigrid method. 
1.3 The Parallel Environment 
The program descri bed here was originally developed on a network of S workstations 
using t he parallel programming langu age PVM (P arallel Vir t ual Machine). It was then 
ported across to the Fujitsu AP1000 parallel computer for perform ance testing. 
Th main r ason for using a parallel programming language such as PVM as opposed 
to using native communication paradigms is to increase t he portabili ty of our code. A 
related, reason is t hat workstations can be used to test the logic of t he program. Once 
convinced of co rrect logic, the program may be moved across to a parallel machine for 
performan ce d bugging. 
The parallel machine used to test the perform ance of t he program was t he AP1000. 
Th AP1000 is an experimental machin e from Fujitsu. The machine at the Australian 
ational Un iver ity has 128 cells, consisting of a SPARe chip , arranged in a two dimen-
sional torus form at. One of t he main features of the AP1000 is its good communication 
s peeds. It uses three different types of communication networks, t he B- et (broad-
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casting), S-Net (synchronisation) and T-Net (torus or point-point). By using the three 
networks, confl icts between t he three different types of communication is eliminated. 
1.4 Newest Node Refinement 
The initial coarse grid is defined on the host machine. Once it has been spread across 
the processors it is refined further by using the newest node bisection method ([54], [55] 
[56]) . To refine triangular grids this methods splits the triangles at the edges which sit 
opposite the newest node. For example suppose the centre point in figure 1.7 is t he 
newest node, t hen the resu lting triangu lation after one and two levels of refinement are 
shown in figures 1.8 and 1.9 respectively. 
Figure 1.7: Initial triangulation. The dark circles represent the newest nodes. 
Figure 1. : Triangulation after one refinement sweep. The dark circles represent the 
newest nodes. 
F igure 1.9: Triangu lation after two refinement sweeps. The dark circles represent the 
newest nodes. 
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The advantage of this method is that the angles are guaranteed to be bounded away 
from 0 and IT (see [54]). 
To find the regions of refinement we use an error indicator similar to the one used 
by Mitchell ([54], [55] and [56]) and Riide ([62]). Roughly speaking the program picks 
the triangles to refine by looking at how well the coarse grid approximates the solution 
on the fine grid. That is, if node i is the midpoint of an edge in grid M m then the 
error indicator assigned to the edge is 
(1.2) 
where 
To refine the grid adaptively we split the triangles along the edges whose error 
indicator is greater than a given tolerance. 
During adaptive refinement it may be necessary to refine some of the neighbouring 
triangles to keep the angles bou nded away from 0 and IT. To keep track of these neigh-
bouring edges in parallel we introduce interface-base edges. Interface-base edges are 
base edges which sit between two different levels of refinement. For example, suppose 
we wanted to split the triangle in figure 1.10 along the interface-base edge 11 , then we 
must split the base edge B7 first. Note that several neighbouring triangles may have 
to be s plit , so the refinement may travel over several processors . 
Figure 1.10: Example triangulation with interface-base edges 11 and 12 and base edges 
B3 , B4, B5 , B6 and B7. The base edge B7, should be refined before the interface-base 
edge 11. 
1.5 The Load Balance Method 
Table 1.1 shows the distribution of nodes across eight processors after everal levels of 
refinement of the grid used to solve equation 1.1. The processors which contain nodes 
near th inn r corners get most of the n w nodes added during refinement. If the load 
is not re-balanc d then these processors will end up with most of the work, which is a 
waste of resou fees and red uces the program 's efficiency. 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1.5. LOAD BALANCE 
Level II 
Processor Number 
1 2 7 8 
0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
1 12 10 9 8 9 10 9 5 
2 13 12 10 8 9 11 11 6 
3 15 15 12 9 11 14 13 7 
4 83 56 64 75 78 60 58 38 
5 267 234 299 279 278 242 234 147 
Table 1.1: Number of nodes per processor after adaptive refinement of the grid used to 
solve equation 1.1 without balancing the load. Level 0 is the initial coarse grid. 
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Figure 1.11: Example movement of nodes . 
To re-balance the load we let the nodes 'flow' out of the processors with too many 
nodes into the processors which do not have enough. By flow we mean that the nodes 
follow the edges between neighbouring processors . The algorithm consists of the fol-
lowing fo ur steps; 
1. Balance the number of nodes. 
2. Pick the nodes to be moved. 
3. Pick the processors. 
4. Move the nodes. 
1.5.1 Balancing The Number Of Nodes 
The first step is to determine how many nodes shou ld be moved in order to balance the 
load. For example, if there were 4 processors and the number of nodes in each processor 
were 20, 5, 5, and 2 (as in figure 1.11) then we would like to redi tribute the load so 
that there are rough ly 8 nodes per processor. Such a d istribution may be obtained by 
moving 3 nodes from processor 2 to processor 4, 3 nodes from processor 3 to processor 
1 and 6 nodes from processor 1 to both processor 2 and processor 3. 
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1.5.2 Picking W hich N odes To M ove 
The next step is to pick which nodes should be moved. The main aim here is to find 
the nodes in such a way that the grids are not split up into lots of little segments. The 
ratio of ghost nodes to full nodes is high for these segments so they increase the amount 
of communication to computation. The nodes that we pick are those nodes that are 
sitting on the boundary of the processor and are not connected to many other nodes. 
1.5.3 Picking The P rocessors 
Once we have determined which nodes are to be moved , we then need to find which 
processor they should be moved to. To do this we use the Kernighan-Lin method. The 
Kernighan-Lin method assigns to each node a preference value. The preference value 
compares the number of connections between the current node and the nodes in the 
neighbouring processors. The node is moved to the processor which has the highest 
preference value so as to reduce the number of communication links. 
1.5.4 M ov ing T h e N odes 
One of the more difficult parts of the algorithm is moving the nodes , as we have to be 
careful to update the data dependencies correctly. The method that we use is to make a 
record of intended movement, communicate that information and then move the nodes. 
That way the program can freely move the nodes, without the need to send their new 
positions to the corresponding ghost or full nodes, and then use the movement records 
to update the communication pattern. 
1.6 Overview 
The remainder of the thesis has been broken up into eight chapters which roughly 
match the sections described above. 
Chapter 2 gives some technical details. The program is written in a mixture of C++ 
and PVM. We chose a high level language such as C++ because it offers a good envi-
ronment for the development of an experimental program. The parallel programming 
language PVM was chosen to increase the portability of the code. The program was 
originally developed on a network of SU workstations and then ported across to the 
Fujitsu P1000 for performance testing. 
Chapter 3 gives an overview of the parallel implementations of multigrid methods 
which use structured grids. We start the chapter by focusing on the model problem of 
Poisson's equation on a square domain. This problem highlights many of the features of 
the parallel implementation of multigrid, including the observation that if the problem 
size is large enough then the loss in efficiency due to id le processors is negligible. We 
finish the chapter by giving a brief description of other packages which are designed to 
handle adaptive grids. 
Chapter 4 looks at the node-edge data structure in some detail. We show how it 
may be used to store linear triangles, quadratic triangles, bilinear r etangle , and linear 
tetrahed rons. We also show how the ghost nodes are used to com plete the connections 
and d fin t he communication pattern. 
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Chapter 5 extends the nodes-edge data structure so t hat it can be used by the 
multigrid a lgorithm. The interpolation and restriction operators are defined by a set 
of inter-grid connections. 
Chapter 6 describes the non-adaptive refinement routines. We have defined routines 
which may refine triangular, quadrilateral and tetrahedral grids. The methods that we 
use are based upon the newest node bisection method. The triangle and quadrilateral 
grids may be split in parallel without any communication*. The tetrahedral grids do 
need the valu es of the boundary edges to be updated after each refinement sweep, but 
the communication and computations have been overlapped to reduce the cost. 
Chapter 7 addresses the problem of adaptive refinement of triangular grids. When a 
triangle is refined some of the neighbouring triangle may also have to be split to keep the 
angles bounded away from 0 and 7r. In the parallel implementation, these neighbouring 
triangles may be sitt ing on other processors. We show how to use interface-base edges 
to keep track of the neighbouring triangles. 
Chapter 8 presents the algorithm used to re-balance the load. During adaptive 
refinement the work may be unevenly distributed across the processors. To re-balance 
the load we let the nodes flow out of the processors with too many nodes into the 
processors which do not have enough. 
Chapter 9 concludes our discussion. We briefly review the results and mention some 
possible future projects. 
'Except for one aU-to-all communication call at the beginning of the routine. 
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Chapter 2 
Programming Environment And 
Algorithm Notation 
The multigrid program presented in this thesis is written in a mixture of C++ and the 
parallel programming language PVM. 
C++ is an object orientated programming language. The difference between an 
object orientated language and a norm al procedural language (such a C) is t hat the 
definition of a record must be accompanied by t he set of operations which may be 
performed on it. The object given by t he record and its associated operations is called 
a class in C++. 
The internal representation of the record is usually hidden from the users of a class , 
access may only be obtained through its operators or members. Consequently, the 
method used to store t he inform ation can be readily changed without effecting the rest 
of t he program . Therefore, it is fairly easy and safe to experiment with new ideas and 
different approaches . 
One of the major benefits of an object orientated language is that the external view 
of a class is limited to t he definition of its operators, so t he user can concentrate on the 
classes semant ics not its syntax. 
PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) is a public domain parallel programming language 
which is avail able on a wide variety of platforms. It offers a set of communication calls 
which are ind ependent of the underlying machines arch itecture. Using such a language 
in creases t h portability of the code. Most of our developmental work was done on 
a network of SU workstations , t he program was then ported across to the Fujitsu 
AP1000 for p rformance test ing. 
The AP1000 is an experim ntal machine from Fujitsu. The machine that we have 
at the Australian National University has 128 processors arrang d in a two dimensional 
torus format. It uses three different communication networks to avoid conflicts between 
t he different types of communication. 
Hence our programming environm ent is defined by t hree main elements; C++, PVM 
and the AP1000 parallel machine. The r st of t he chapter is broken up in to t hree major 
sections. The fi rst two sections look at C++ and PVM in more detail. The fi nal section 
gives a bri f description of the AP1000. 
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2.1 C++ 
The final prod uct presented here hides many of the different approaches that we have 
tried. aturall y, this is not unique to any project of this size, so the program had to 
be written in a langu age which can readily accommodate any changes . For this reason 
we decided to use C++. 
2.1.1 Advantages of C++ 
C++ is an object orientated programming language. The use of C++ classes allows the 
program to be written in a manner which is intrinsic to the underlying mathematical 
problem. That is, a user familiar with the notation of finite elements shou ld be able to 
use the program without getting lost in the details of the data structure. As an example, 
the code given in figure 2.1 defines a linear polynomial on a triangu lar element. Even 
though we have only given one line descriptions of the operators we feel that their 
meaning is self explanatory. 
otice that the members of the class are divided up into two sections , public and 
private. Other parts of the program may only access information about the polynomial 
through t he public members. For example, to evaluate the polynomial at a given point 
the evaloperator must be used, as t he coefficients consLcoeff, x_coeff and y_coeff may 
not be accessed directly. 
This information hiding is one of the best features of C++. It means that a class may 
be used without knowing the details of the data structure. It also implies that the data 
structure may be readily changed. For example, we cou ld change LinearPolynomial so 
that the co fficients are stored in an array, however , this would not affect the rest of 
the program since it does not change the definition of the public member functions. 
C++ also has some other useful features , such as operator overloading, inheritance, 
templates and default initialisers. These are described in more detail in the multitude 
of books on C++ such as [15] , [36] and [45] 
2 .1.2 A lgorithm Notation 
We have presented the algorithms in this thesis in a style similar to the classes used in 
C++. For example, to find the value of a node in C++ we would use; 
node.geLvalueO; 
In our algorithm environment we use 
node. value 
These algorithms are not intended to be literal translations of the code. Statements 
like 
table +- table U {node} 
are likely to be implemented in ++ as 
if (! lable. is-in ( node )) 
table. add_node( node ); 
However, the algorit hms closely follow t he semantics of t he code. 
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class LinearPolynomial : public TrianglePolynomial 
private: 
I I P = aDO + a01x + alOy 
Real consLcoeff; 
Real x_coeff; 
Real y_coeff; 
public: 
II aDO 
II aID 
II aOl 
I I constructor: set the coefficients to zero 
LinearPolynomialO; 
I I copy constructor 
LinearPolynomial( const LinearPolynomial &poly) ; 
I I destructor 
- LinearPolynomialO; 
I I set aDO 
inline void seLconsLcoeff (Real coeff){ cons Lcoeff 
I I set aID 
inline void seLx_coeff(Real coeff){x_ coeff coeff ;} 
I I set aOl 
inline void seLy_coeff(Real coeff){y_ coeff coeff;} 
I I get aDO 
coeff;} 
inline Real geLconsLcoeffO const {return consLcoeff;} 
} ; 
I I get aOl 
inline Real get...:LcoeffO const {return x-coeff; } 
I I get alO 
inline Real geLy_coeffO const {re turn y_coeff;} 
I I evaluate the polynomial at the position (x, y) 
Real eval( Real x, 
Real y) const ; 
I I djfferentiate the polynomial wi t h re p ct to X 
LinearPolynomial dxO const; 
I I djfferentiate the polynomial with respect to y 
Lineal'Polynomial dyO const; 
2.1. c++ 
Figur 2.1: Example C++ code. This class defines the linear polynomials on a triangul ar 
element. 
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2.1.3 Disadvantages of C++ 
To be fair we should mention some of the disadvantages of C++. 
Some authors argue that a problem with C++ is that it is slower than C (see for 
example [23]). However there are several options available to increase the speed of 
C++. These include the use of inline functions. In an inline function the procedure call 
is replaced by the body of the procedure during compilation, thus removing the cost 
of calling the function . This is similar to a #define in C except that type checking is 
performed on in line functions. Another approach is to write the expensive numerical 
parts of the code in another language such as C or Fortran. See, for example the codes 
written by Baden et al. (section 3.3.3) and Quinlan (section 3.3.4). 
For a thorough discussion on the problems with C++ see Joyner [40]. Many of 
Joyner's arguments against C++ rest on the fact that it is built upon C. Joyner points 
out that C++ can never be a true object orientated language since it uses features from 
a language which is not object orientated. For example, it would be difficult to add 
garbage collection to C++ and still keep it compatible with C (section 3.24, [40]). A 
true high level language should have garbage collection to avoid the bugs that often 
arise when manipulating memory in C. 
Many of Joyner's arguments are valid, C++ is not perfect. However , we feel that 
with a disciplined programming style, the user can exploit C++'s high level constructs 
and obtain reasonable performance results. 
2.2 P arallel Environment 
To obtain optimal performance from a parallel machine it is necessary to tailor the code 
to the underlying architecture. Theses modifications are usually very specific and can 
not be carried across from one machine to another. For this reason we have decided to 
use a parallel programming language such as PVM. 
Another important benefit of a parallel programming language is that the code can 
be developed on a network of workstations. We wrote and debugged the multigrid 
program on a network of SUN workstations. We found that this method was preferable 
to writing the code from scratch on a parallel machine since the resources on the 
workstations are more freely available, easily accessed and cheaper. 
Naturally, the workstations do not offer the performance available on a parallel 
machine , so the program was ported to the APlOOO for performance testing. 
The program that we developed is independent of the architecture of the machine. 
Neighbouring processors are defined by the node-edge data structure not their physical 
location. However, this does rely on some underlying assumptions about our commu-
nication model. The primary assumption we make is that the communication time 
is not d pendent upon the length of the communication path , we would not expect 
good performance on a machine such as the Hypercube. However, we believe that our 
package wou ld be well suited for more modern architectures such as the T3D or CM5 
where the time is not dependent upon the communication length . 
All of the communication details are hidden behind a C++ wrapper. That is, 
the communication is implemented as a C++ class with the private member functions 
calling approp ri ate routines from PVM. Therefore, it should be easy to replace PVM 
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wit h another parallel programming language, only t he private member fun ctions have 
to be changed . We would like to try a version which uses MPI as it has many useful 
features not availa ble in t he current version of PVM. These features include global 
operations such as global sums and global maximums. 
2.3 APIOOO 
The APlOOO is a dist ributed memory MIMD machine. It contains 128 processors (o r 
cells) which a re combined to form a Cellular Array Processor (so it is also known as 
the CAP). The machine we have on cam pus is a single user machine. 
One of APlOOO 's most powerful attributes is its low com munication times. It uses 
t hree different interfaces to avoid conflicts between t he different message types. They 
a re the B-net, S-net and T-net. The B-net is used for broadcasting and communication 
between t he processors and host . The S-net implements barrier synchronisation . The 
T-net , or to rus network , gives point-to-point comm unication between neighbouring 
processors. Each processor is con nected to it's four nearest neighbours in a 2D torus 
network. 
The APlOOO processors' use a 25 MHz SPARC chip and have 16 megabytes of 
dynamic (RAM) memory. For fur t her information see [1] , [2], [29], [35] and [38]. Some 
info rm ation is also available on the World Wide Web site http: I I cap. anu. edu. aul 
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Development Of Structured 
Multigrid 
The use of multigrid methods on serial machines has proven to be an effective way of 
solving a wide range of problems. But how well does multigrid perform on parallel 
machines? The need to sequentially move down the grid levels and problems with idle 
processors might give one t he impression that multigrid methods are inherently serial. 
However many st udies have proven t hat even standard multigrid algorithms give good 
efficiency results. This chapter gives a historical overview of the development of parallel 
multigrid, in particular in t he case of structured grids. 
Our discussion shall initially focus on the model problem of Poisson 's equation on 
a square domain. We will show that if the problem size is large enough then the loss 
of efficiency due to t he idle processors which arise during the coarse grid iterations is 
negligible. 
For massively parallel machines, however, the problem size may have to be fairly 
large before we see the desired efficiency results. In the second part of this chapter 
we shall present some variations of t he standard multigrid method which a re designed 
to keep a ll of t he processors busy during t he coarse grid iterations. These methods 
include t he U-scheme and FMU-scheme, Parallel Superconvergent Multigrid , Filtering , 
Frequency Decomposition and Domain Reduction. The approach taken by Parallel 
Superconvergent Multigrid, Frequency Decomposition and Domain Reduction is to use 
multipl coarse grids so the total numb r of nodes does not decrease as we move down 
the grid levels. The Filtering algorithm works on the fine and coarse grids at the same 
t ime. The U-scheme avoids idle processors by not moving down to those coarse grids 
which have less nodes then processors. 
aturall y, not all problems may be modeled by Poisson's equatio n on a square 
domain . Some parallel implementations of multigrid which have been designed to 
hand le more general regions include AFAC ([50] , [51] , [52], [53] , [57]), LPARX ([3], 
[42], [43], [44]), LiSS ([58]) and Keyser and Roose's package ([41]). The underlying 
theme with all of t hese methods is that complicated domains ar mod led by using a 
composition of str uct ured grids. The advantages of using such an app roach include a 
simpl r programming environment, st ruct ured commun ication and better utilisation of 
vector proc ssors. 
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We have taken a different approach. Our underlying data structure is unstructured. 
We feel that an unstructured data structure is better suited to the dynamic nature of 
many physical problems , such as flow problems. 
3.1 Model Problem 
Many experiments with parallel multigrid have focused on the model problem 
6..u f in n 
u 0 on an, 
where n is the unit square domain. 
We shall start our background description with this model problem since it high-
lights many of the properties of parallel mu ltigrid. 
As a specific example we will refer to a multigrid algorithm we developed on the 
Fujitsu API000. The API000 is a distributed memory MIMD parallel machine. It is 
described in detail in section 2.3, but the main feature that we would like to highlight 
is that it uses a 2D torus topology and its communication speed is not dependent upon 
the length of the communication path. 
3.1.1 The Standard Multigrid Algorithm 
We shall first cover the unit square domain with a uniform grid Mm = (ihm, jhm) 
o < i , j < 2m , hm = 2!" and use the 5-point star method is used to form a discrete 
approximation to the model problem. 
To solve the system of equations we use the multigrid algorithm given in section 
1.2. The benefit of using such a standard multigrid a lgorithm is that it is supported 
by many theoretical studies. 
The relaxation methods used here tend to be Jacobi or Red Black Gauss-Seidel 
([13], [16], [17], [37], [47]) . Exam pie inter-grid operators include bilinear interpolation , 
full weig ht ing restriction and injection ( [13], [37], [47]). All of these operators may be 
calculated in parallel and only need to use local updates. 
In our implementation we used block partitioning as described in the next section. 
However, on hypercube type of architectures where the communication time is depen-
dent upon the communication length Gray codes are often used. By assigning the 
nodes to the processors in the order given by a binary reflected Gray code the distance 
between neighbouring grid points will remain constant as we move down the grid levels. 
For example, if a 1 dimensional mesh is mapped onto a cube using a binary reflected 
Gray code then t he distance between neighbouring nodes on the fine grid is one, while 
t he distance for t he nodes on the coarse grids is two. See for example [16] and [18]. 
3.1.2 Block Partitioning 
On e of th first questions that needs to be addres ed in the parallel implementation is 
how to divide t he grid up amongst the processors. One common method is to partition 
t he grid up in to roughly equal sized blocks ([22], [37], [47]). Figure 3.1 shows how this 
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Figure 3.1: Domain decomposition . This diagram shows how a grid of size h = 1/ 24 is 
divided amongst the processors. 
may be done using a machine such as the API000 whose architecture resembles an 
array of cells. 
Each block is usually surrounded by an overlap region as in figure 3.2. These 
regions contain nodes from the boundary of the neighbouring processors . The main 
advantage of th is approach is that the serial code may be easily extended to the parallel 
environment. All of the multigrid operations mentioned in the previous section only use 
local inform ation. For example, to calculate the current value at a given node, (i , j ), 
using the five-point star method, we only need values from the surrounding nodes, 
(i+l,j) , (i-l,j), (i , j+l) and (i,j-l). The inclusion of the boundary layer ensures 
that t hat information is available (see figure 3.2). 
In our implementation on the API000 we stored the updates in a communication 
buffer which is similar to the ghost nodes used in the unstructured grids (see section 
4.2.1). 
Th only complication in the parallel implementation is the need to keep the values 
in t he overlap region up to date. However since we are using structured grids the 
informat ion can be communicated in a systematic way. In our implementation on the 
API000 all of the processors sent t heir updated values to their left neighbours , then 
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Figure 3.2: The grid blocks are usually surrounded by an overlap region. This ensures 
t hat the information needed by t he multigrid algorithm is accessible. 
Send updates to the lell Send updates to the right 
Send updates to the top Send updates to the bottom 
Figure 3.3: To upd ate the overlap regions the processors send t heir boundary values to 
their I ft neighbours, then their right neighbours , then their top neighbours and finally 
their bottom n ighbours. 
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their right neighbours, then their top neighbours and finally their bottom neighbours. 
See figure 3.3. This avoided any communication conflict on the network. Briggs et. al 
[13J also use this method. 
3 .1.3 Coarse Grids 
The nodes in the coarse grids are usually taken to be the even numbered nodes from the 
fine grid (see figure 3.4). As the algorithm moves down the grid levels we may find that 
the number of nodes has decreased so much that there are more processors then nodes. 
T hese lower grid levels are the main bottleneck in the parallel implementation of multi-
grid methods since they do not contain enough nodes to keep all of the processors busy. 
Furthermore, as we move down the grid levels the length of the communication paths 
may start to increase, which increases the communication time on some architectures. 
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Figure 3.4: Moving down the grid levels . For m 
contain any grid points are inact ive. 
1, the processors which do not 
To hand le the problem of increased communication lengths some implementations 
agglomerate the coarse grids (see for example [13], [16J, [22]). If a lot of work is to be 
done on t he coarse grids then the reduced communication costs out weigh the cost of 
moving t he data around. 
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On the AP1000 t he comm unication time is not dependent upon the communication 
length, t herefore we left the coarse grid nodes in the same processor as the corresponding 
fin e grid nodes. 
Section 3.2 looks at some modifications of the standard multigrid method which are 
designed to avoid the problem of idle processors. 
3.1.4 Efficiency Results For The Parallel Implementation Of Multi-
grid 
Despite t he idle processors, multigrid methods still give good efficiency results because 
t he proportion of t ime spent in t he fine grids is higher t han the time spent in the coarse 
grids. Therefore , if t he number of grid levels is high enough then the loss of efficiency 
due to idle processors is negligible. 
To back up these a rgu ments we have some results from the AP1000. Figure 3.5 
shows the efficiency results for the multigrid method given in algorithm 1.1. The 
separate readings for the same number of processors is due to different processor con-
fig uration . For example, 4 processors can be configured as a 1 x 4, 2 x 2 or 4 X 1 
array. 
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Figure 3.5 : Efficiency results for V-scheme obtained on t he AP1000 using single preci-
s ion op rations . n = t he number of levels of refinement 
ot t hat for 10 and 9 grid levels the graphs show efficiency val ues greater t hen 
1. These s up r-efficiency resul ts are a conseq uence of memory cache effects . When a 
large grid is placed on 1 processor it uses a lot of the proces or 's memory. In fact , we 
wer un able to solve t he model problem on 1 processor usi ng 10 grid levels and double 
precision because there was not enough memory. If t he same grid is spread over more 
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processors, say 2, then a higher proportion of the grid will sit in the processors high 
speed memory (or cache). Therefore, the time taken to do the computations for the 
2 processor case may be less than half of the time taken to do the computations with 
1 processor. If this reduction is greater then the increased communication costs the 
efficiency will be greater than one. 
In figure 3.5 we see that the efficiency drops off as more processors are added. When 
there is a large number of processors the number of nodes per processor is quite small 
so more processors are idle for a longer time. 
Another feature that figure 3.5 highlights is that as the number of grid levels in-
creases so does the efficiency. Increasing the number of grid levels decreases the pro-
portion of t ime spent in the coarse grids. If the problem size is large enough, then the 
loss in efficiency due to idle processors may be so small that it can be disregarded. 
These efficiency results have also been observed by other authors ([13], [18], [47]). 
3.2 Modifications To Standard Multigrid 
We mentioned previously that we often get idle processors when doing the computations 
on the coarse grids. We also postulated that if the problem size is big enough then the 
loss in efficiency is negligible. However, on a massively parallel machine it may not be 
possible (or practical) to fit a big enough problem on the machine to get the increased 
efficiency results. In this section we present some variations of the standard multigrid 
method which are designed to avoid the idle processors. 
ote that care must be taken when using these methods si nce they no longer sit 
in the theoretical framework of standard multigrid. For example Douglas [22] points 
out that in the Parallel Superconvergent Method we may find that we are computing 
the corrections in one of the correction spaces, while the corrections in the remaining 
spaces add up (pointwise) to zero. 
3 .2.1 V -scheme and FMV-scheme 
The most straight forward way to avoid the idle processors is not to move down to the 
coarse gr id levels where there are more processors than nodes ([13]). That is , if there 
are more nodes then processors for level m ~ c then we modify the standard V-scheme 
to give; 
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Algorithm 3.1 
vffi f- U-schemeffi(Pi ' P2 , fffi , Vffi) 
{ 
} 
do 1 to Pi 
Vffif-Rffi(jffi _ Affivffi) 
ifm> c 
rffi-if-I;:::-i(jffi _ AffiVffi) 
Vffi - i f- U-schemeffi - i (Pi , P2, rffi-i, 0) 
effif- I ;:::_i Vffi - i 
vffif-effi + vffi 
do 1 to P2 
vffif-Rffi(jffi _ AffiVffi) 
3.2. PARALLEL MULTIGRID 
The problem with t his approach is that we loose the information from the coarse 
grids so the convergence rate deteriorates. 
3.2.2 Filtering 
The filtering a lgorithm ([66]) is sim ilar to standard multigrid except that two correction 
eq uat ions are formed after t he relaxation step, one for the high frequency components 
and one for the low frequency components . The subproblem associated with the high 
frequency components is solved by using g relaxation sweeps on the fine grid while the 
other su bproblem is solved by using coarse grid correction as with standard multigrid. 
In t his method the number of nodes per processor sti ll decreases as we move down 
t he levels, but t he fine grid relaxation sweeps may be performed in parallel with the 
coarse grid correction step. 
3.2.3 Parallel Superconvergent Multigrid 
The P a rallel Superconvergent Multigrid (PSMG ) method ([19], [21], [27] , [28], [47]) is 
bui lt upon the idea of looking at the fine grid as a collection of coarse grids. That is, 
instead of just using the even numbered nodes for the coarse grids , the PSMG methods 
creates two coarse grids, one for the even numbered nodes and for the odd numbered 
nodes. Since the total number of nodes is not reduced as we move down the grid levels , 
we do not get any idle processors. 
If an a ppropri ate relaxation method is chosen the extra information from the second 
coarse grid can be exploited to give convergence rates better than standard multigrid. 
3.2.4 Frequency Decomposition Method 
The fr quency decomposition method ([5], [6], [32]) was developed for use with an 
anisotropic equation . This method uses four different coarse grids. They are t he stan-
dard coarse grid, the stand ard coarse grid shifted by h (= grid size) in the x direction , 
the stand ard coarse grid shifted by h in t he y direction and the standard coarse grid 
shifted by h in both the x and y direct ions. The operators proj cted down on these 
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coarse grids contain different frequency components. For example the operator pro-
jected down onto the coarse grid shifted by h in the x direction will contain oscillatory 
components in the x direction. 
Once again, the information from the extra coarse grids may be used to increase 
the convergence rates. 
3.2.5 Domain Reduction 
The domain reduction algorithms presented in [12], [22] , [25] and [26] use a multilevel 
approach . That is , the domain is broken up into several regions with the solution on 
each region being calculated in parallel. The restriction operators on each of these 
regions are chosen so that they annihilate functions which have certain symmetries and 
antisymmetries properties. In [26] Douglas and Smith give example operators which 
lead to a four way decomposition . Brezzi et al [12] give example restriction operator 
which leads to an eight way decomposition of a square into squares, rectangles and 
triangles. 
3.3 Adaptive Methods 
We now direct our attention towards some packages which have been designed to handle 
more general problems and allow adaptive refinement of the grids. In all of these 
packages the regions are viewed as a composition of structured grids. Structured grids 
have several advantages such as; simplified data structures , structured communication 
and better vectorisation . 
LiSS ([58]) is designed to solve systems of nonlinear partial differential equations 
Lu = 0, 
on a general 2D domain n together with some boundary conditions on an. It can also 
solve the corresponding time dependent equation 
Ut = Lu. 
The solut ion processes is broken up into the following stages , 
Pre-processing Definition of geometry, block structure and grid generation 
Multigrid solver Parallel solution of equation on structured grids. 
Post-processing Graphical visualisation . 
The pre and post processing s ctions use sequential codes and must be run on a 
sequential rna hine. 
In the pre-processor stage the user is required to give the contours of the domain , 
its block structu re and boundary point distribution. Each block is assigned a logically 
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rectangular, boundary fitted grid. The grid is then spli t further before it is mapped 
onto the processors . 
Once the blocks have been spread across the processors the equation is solved by 
using the multigrid method. The discretisation method used here depends upon a 
compact nine-point stencil given by the user. 
Further refinement of the grid is given on the host machine. That is , in each block 
the user determines an areas in which a locally refined grid should be introduced. A 
new block structure is then built and mapped onto the processors. 
3.3.2 Key ser and Roose 
Another parallel multigrid implementation is described by Keyser and Roose [41] . The 
method t hat they use is similar to the one used in LiSS. That is , they block partition the 
data, spread the blocks across the processors and then obtain a current approximation. 
Based upon that approximation the adaptively refined grid is constructed. In order to 
keep a good load balance the grid is then re-distributed across the processors. 
The paper [41] focuses on the cost of distributing a multigrid algorithm. In order 
to distribute the data, the inter-grid and intra-grid data dependencies need to be taken 
into account. Keyser and Roose looked at several variations of a hierarchical recursive 
bisection method . These included versions which just re-mapped the fine grids and 
those which re-mapped both the fine and coarse grids. They found that it was not 
worthwhi le re-mapping the coarse grid levels. 
3 .3.3 LPARX 
The LPARX package developed by Baden et .al ([3], [42] , [43] , [44]) was not solely 
designed for use with multigrid methods. However , it has been used to develop some 
adaptive mul tigrid programs. 
LPARX supports block-structured, irregular decomposition of the grids. It contains 
three basic abstract data types, Region , Grid , XArray. The R egion is an array 
index-space which lets the user define t he data decomposition. The Grid is an array 
defined over the Region . It may be of any abstract type such as integers or user-defined 
types. The X Array is a parallel object which holds the Grids once they have been 
spread across the processors. 
The XArray is intended to represent coarse grain parallelism . Communication 
between the blocks is controlled by the use of high level copy operations. The actual 
details of the commun ication are hidden from the user. 
LPARX is implemented as a C++ class li brary. The library is designed to support 
block-structured decomposition, where the blocks may be of varying sizes. Calls to these 
li brar ies may be mixed wit h C or Fortran code. Conseq uently t he expensive numerical 
parts of t he algorit hm can be written in a fast language such as C or Fortran , whi le 
t he complex parallel parts of the algorithm are written in a high level language such as 
C++. 
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3.3.4 AFAC and AFACx 
The package developed by Quinlan ([52], [53], [57]) uses the asynchronous fast adaptive 
composite grid methods, AFAC and AFACx (see also [50] , [51] and [52]). The use of 
such a multilevel approach allows independent processing of the individual grid levels 
which make up the composite grid . 
Let Ml C M2 c ... c M n be a nested sequence of grids so that the composite grid 
M C is defined by 
M C = Ui=lM i . 
As with the standard multigrid algorithm we need some discrete operator, A m, an 
interpolation operator, I;", and a restriction operator, I;:'. 
An important feature of the AFAC and AFACx algorithms is the use of restricted 
grids Mm = M: n Mm-l. These grids also ha~e a discrete operator , Am, an interpo-
lation operator, I;", and a restriction operator, I;:' . 
Then the AFAC algorithm is; 
Algorithm 3.2 
vC +-AFAC(r, vC) 
{ 
} 
for m E {I, ... , n} 
f m+-I;:'(r - ACvC) 
for mE {2, ... , n} 
Jm+-~m(fc _ A CvC) 
for m E {I , ... , n} 
vm+-o 
for mE {2, ... , n} 
vm+-O 
forallmE {l,···,n} 
vm+-(Am)-l fm 
if (m > 1) 
vm+-(Am)-l Jm 
for mE {2, ... , n} 
um+- I c vm _ Jc vm 
m m 
vC+-vc + IlVl + L~=2 um 
The steps vm+-(Am)-l fm and vm+-(Am)-lJm may be calculated simultaneously 
by using a direct solver or a multigrid algorithm. 
The r stricted grids are used to liminate error components common to the coarse 
and fine grids. The step um+- I;"vm - l;..vm prevents these components from accumu-
lating and amplifying. 
As an example consider the composite grid M C = Ml U M 2 shown in figure 3.6 
(see [50]). Notice t hat we have a lso included the restricted grid M2 = Ml n M2. 
In t he fi rst two loops from algori thm 3.2 the residual is passed down from M C to M l , 
-2 . 2 (A2)-lf2 1 (Al)-lfl M2 and M . The forall statement solves the equatIOns v+- , v +-
and v2+-(A2)-l P in parallel. 
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. . . 
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Figure 3.6: The composite grid M C is decomposed into two subgrids Ml and M2. The 
restricted grid M2 is also shown. 
Figure 3.7: The error component of the original composite grid M C which is local and 
of coarse scale will be computed on both subgrids Ml and M2. 
In the statement urn f- I:;' v rn - i :;,:urn we start to see the im portance of the restricted 
grids. As shown in figure 3.7, an error component of the original composite grid which 
is local and of coarse scale will be computed on both subgrids. Therefore, the error will 
be acc umul ated in the sum of the subgrid components (see figure 3. ). So we calculate 
a local coarse grid component on M2 to compensate for t he overshoot (see figure 3.9). 
Note t hat the computation of the restricted grids will be cheap compared to the other 
s ub grids. 
Figure 3. : The error is accumulated in t he subgrid components. 
Th AFACx method is simila r to t he AFAC method except t hat the eq uations 
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Figure 3.9: The local coarse grid component, v2 , compensates for the overshoot. 
Vmf-(Am)- l j m and Vmf-(Jim)-l Jm are solved by using a relaxation method. The 
reason for this approach is that the coarse grids used in the multigrid method may 
be difficult to define if the refinement region is made up of a complex composition of 
grids. Furthermore, it avoids the coarse grid bottleneck which arises in the parallel 
implementation of multigrid methods. 
The use of multilevel algorithms such as the AFAC and AFACx have several advan-
tages. One is that it avoids the complicated inter-grid data dependencies inherent in the 
parallel implementation of multigrid. It also means that the grids may be partitioned 
by using the individual levels , as opposed to standard block partitioning. Therefore 
the load balancing is a lot easier to handle and fewer processors will need to share the 
grids thus reducing the intra-grid communication. 
The package developed by Quinlan is also implemented as a collection of C++ class 
libraries. These libraries include an array class library P++ . p++ lets the user develop 
their code in a data parallel framework. Such a programming environment is favoured 
by many writers of scientific code. Another library in the package is AMR++ which is 
an adaptive mesh refinement class. The operations offered by the class are independent 
of the application code. 
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Finite Element Data Structure 
Most finite element programs use triangles as their base data structure. However , it is 
often appropriate to use other elements such as quadrilaterals or tetrahedrons to dis-
cretise grids. Our program uses a node-edge data structure similar to the one described 
by Rude which is general enough to store all standard finite element structures . For 
example, suppose we had the octahedral domain given in figure 4.1. Then it may be 
discretised by using either triangles or quadrilaterals as shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3. 
o 
Figure 4.1: Octahedral domain . 
3 4 
2 5 
1 6 
Figure 4.2: Octahedral domain with triangular elements. 
In a node-edge data structure the grids are defined in term of their geometrical 
(vertices) and topological (how the vertices are connected) information. That is the 
grid shown in figure 4.2 would be stor d in the following node-edge table: 
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3 4 
2 ._----1. 5 
1 ._----1. 6 
8 7 
Figure 4.3: Octahedral domain discretised by using parallelograms. 
N odes 1(0.0 , 2.0),2(0.0 , 4.0) , 3(2.0 , 6.0) , 4(4.0, 6.0) , 5(6.0, 4.0) , 6(6 .0 ,2.0), 7(4.0 , 0.0), 
8(2.0, 0.0),9(3.0,3.0) 
E d ges 1-2, 1- , 1-9, 2-1,2-3 , 2-9 , 3-2 , 3-4, 3-9 , 4-3 , 4-5 , 4-9 , 5-4, 5-6 , 5-9 , 6-5, 6-7 , 6-9 , 
7-6 , 7-8 , 7-9 , 8-1 , 8-7 , 8-9 . 
The node-edge table can also be used to store t he grid in figure 4.3 as shown below 
N odes 1(0.0,2.0) , 2(0.0,4.0) , 3(2.0 , 6.0) , 4(4.0, 6.0) , 5(6.0, 4.0) , 6(6.0, 2.0) , 7(4.0 , 0.0) , 
8(2.0, 0.0) , 9(2.0,4.0) , 10 (4. 0,' 2. 0),11(2.0, 2.0) 
E d ges 1-2 , 1-11 , 1-8, 2-1 , 2-3 , 2-9 , 3-2 , 3-4, 4-3 , 4-5 , 4-9 , 5-4 , 5-6 , 5-10 , 6-5 , 6-7 , 7-6 , 
7- , 7-10,7-11,8-1 , 8-7 , 9-2 , 9-4 , 9-10, 9-11 , 10-5 , 10-7, 10-9 , 11-1 , 11-7, 11-9. 
To find the t riangles in figure 4.2 we loop t hrough the node-edge table to find 
t h ree nodes joined by t hree edges. For example, node 1 is joined to nodes 2 and 9. 
Furthermore, nodes 2 and 9 are joined by an edge, so nodes 1, 2, and 9 define a triangle. 
This approach extends to the quadrilateral grid given in figure 4.3. 
In section 4.1 we describe the philosophy behind t he node-edge data st ructure. Rude 
presented t his data structure in [59], [60] , [61], [62], [63] and [64], but we feel that since 
it form s t he basis of our program it is worth repeating some of the main ideas here. 
The only change with the parallel implementation is the inclusion of a ghost node 
table and a neighbour node table. The ghost nodes are used to complete the con-
nections. For exam ple, suppose nod es 1, 2 and 3 from figure 4.2 were placed in one 
processor, t hen nodes 4,8 and 9 would be added as ghost nodes , as shown in figure 4.4. 
The ghost nod es are also used to set up t he communication pattern. For each ghost 
node we record the position of t he corresponding full node and for each full node we 
record the position of any corresponding ghost node. This informat ion is stored in t he 
neighbour node table. Section 4.2 describes the ghost nodes and neighbour node table 
in further detail. 
Sections 4.3 and 4.4 concentrate on implementation details. ection 4.3 specifically 
looks at t he classes used in t he computations. They a re, t he ode Table, EdgeTable and 
ConnectTabl classes. The NodeTable and EdgeTable classe hold t he nodes and edges 
respect ively. The Connect Table class is used to store the stiffness matrix. Section 4.4 
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8 
··· ···· 9 
Figure 4.4: If nodes 1, 2 and 3 from figure 4.2 are placed in one processor then nodes 
3 , 8 and 9 are added as ghost nodes. The dark circles represent full nodes , while the 
open circles represent ghost nodes. 
describes the classes designed to handle the parallel side of the code. They are the 
GhostTable and the NghNodeTable classes. 
Section 4.5 gives some timing results . We look at the efficiency of the finite element 
routine for the examples given in appendix A . The finite element routines are those 
routines which use the data structure developed here to calculate the stiffness matrix 
and load vector. 
Overall this chapter describes the data structure used to store the finite element 
grid. In terms of the multigrid algorithm , that means that we are just focusing on 
one particu lar grid level. Chapter 5 shows how to extend the data structure so that 
it may be used by the multigrid algorithm. We also use this chapter to introduce the 
notation used throughout the report. We rely heavily on the notation when it comes 
to describing the subtleties of the parallel implementation of adaptive methods. 
4.1 Node-Edge Data Structure 
F inite element codes generally uses triangles as their base data structure. Riide ([59], 
[60], [61], [62], [63] and [64]) argues that this is too restrictive , other structures such 
as quadril aterals and tetrahedrons can also be used. He suggests that we use a node-
edge data structure instead . In a node-edge data structure the node table is used to 
store t he geom trical information while the edge table is used to store the topological 
information. 
A more formal definition of the nodes and edges needed to stor a triangular grid 
fo llows. If 7 = {TI' ... , Tt } is the set of triangles in the grid, then the set of nodes, N, 
a nd edges, {;, is giv n by, 
and 
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Conversely, given the set of nodes and edges we could find the triangles by searching 
through the node table to find three nodes connected by three edges (see figure 4.5). 
That is, we could use the following algorithm; 
A lgorit hm 4 .1 
T f- Find_ TriangleSlow( N, £ ) 
{ 
} 
for Ni EN 
for Nj EN 
for Nk EN 
if (Ni, Nj) E £ 1\ (Nj, Nk) E £ 1\ (Nk' Ni) E £ 
Tf-{Ni, Nj, Nk} u T 
k 
Figure 4.5: odes i, j and k define a triangle. 
This is however an order n 3 algorithm, therefore we use the set of neighbour end-
points instead. The set of neighbour endpoints for a node Ni is given by, 
B(£, Ni) = {Nj : (Ni, Nj) E £}. 
So in figure 4.5, nodes Nj and Nk belong to the set of neighbour endpoints for node i . 
We can now find the triangles by using the following order n algorithm; 
A lgorit hm 4.2 
T f-Find_Triangle(N, £) 
{ 
for Ni EN 
for N j E B(£, Ni) 
for Nk E B(£, Ni) 
if (Nj, Nk) E £ 
Tf-{Ni, Nj, Nd u T 
} 
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The previous ideas are also applicable to quadrilateral grids. In this case, if n = 
{R I , ... R r } is the set of quadrilaterals, then the set of nodes and edges are given by 
N = {NI , ... , Nn } = U {NI , N2, N3, N4}, 
R(N1 ,N2 ,Na,N4 )ER 
[; = {EI , ... , En} = U {(N I , N2)' (N2, N3) , (N3, N4)' (N4, N I )}. 
R(N1 ,N2 ,Na,N 4 )ER 
The algorithm used to find the quadrilaterals is; 
A lgorithm 4 .3 
n +-Find_Quadrilateral(N, [;) 
{ 
} 
for Ni EN 
for Nj E B([;, Ni) 
for Nk E B([; , N;) 
for N/ E B([;, Nj) 
if Ni :I N/I\ (N/, Nk) E [; 
n+-{Ni, Nj, Nk, N/} un 
k 
Figure 4.6: odes i, j, k and l define a quadrilateral. 
For example, in figure 4.6 we see that nodes Nj and k belong to the set of endpoints 
for node Ni, while node N/ belongs to the set of endpoints for node j . Therefore there 
is an edge between Ni and Nj, Nj and N/ and N/ and Nk. If there is also an edge between 
N/ and Nk (N/ :I Nk) then the nodes define the quadrilateral {Ni, Nj, Nk, NI}. 
We can also store tetrahedral grids (see figure 4.7). If S = {51 , ... Sr} is the set of 
tetrahedrons, then t he set of nodes and edges is given by 
N = {Nl , . . . , Nn } = U {NI , 2, 3, 4}, 
(N1 ,N2 ,N a, 4)ES 
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U {(NI, N2) ' (NI, N4) ' (N2, N3), (N2 , N4) ' (N3, NI)' (N3, N4)}. 
S (NI ,N 2 ,N 3 ,N4 )ES 
To fi nd t he tetrahedrons we use t he fo llowing algorithm ; 
Algorithm 4.4 
n f-Fin d_Tetrahedron(N, [;) 
{ 
for Ni EN 
fo r N j E B ([; , Ni) 
for Nk E B([; , Ni) 
for NI E B([; , Ni) 
if (Nj , Nk) E [; 1\ (NI , N j ) E [; 1\ (NI , Nk) E [; 
S f-{Ni, N j, Nk, N/} U S 
} 
k 
j 
F igure 4.7: Nodes i , j , k and l defin e a tet rahed ron. 
4.1.1 Stiffness Matrix 
Anot her iss ue t hat has to be addressed is how to store t he stiffness matrix . In t he case of 
linear basis fun ctions t he edge table could be used since ( i , N j) ¢ [; ::::} ai,j = 0 (i =f. j). 
However , t his observation does not extend to other basis functions , such as q uadratic or 
cu bic basis fu nctions . Therefore, we follow Riide's suggestion of storing t he topological 
a nd a lgebraic relations in separate data st ructures (see page 92 [62]). 
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Riide stores the algebraic relations in a set of connect ions defined as , 
C = {(Ni, Nj ) : ai,j =/= a}. 
However , we have found it easier to use a slightly broader definition of the table of 
connections . Let Vh be the finite element space with the basis function given by ; 
Then the set of connections is 
if i = j 
ifi=/=j, j=l, ... , n. 
C = {(Ni, Nj ) : support('Pi) n support('Pj ) =/= ¢}. 
ote that C C C. 
The main reason why we use C rather then C is that it gives us some prior knowledge 
of where the connections will be and thus lets us set up the communication pattern 
more easily. 
We shall define the set of nodes connected to a node, Ni , by, 
B(C , Ni) = {Nj EN: (Ni, N j) E C} . 
In the program we store the edges and connections from both directions. That is , if 
(Ni, N j ) E E then (Nj , Ni) E E. This lets us store non-symmetric matrices , helps to set 
up the data dependencies in parallel and decreases the access time. One disadvantage 
of this approach is that some of the information is replicated. For example , if an edge is 
a boundary edge then we store the boundary function along with ( i, Nj) and ( j, i)' 
However , this is redundant information , the boundary function for ( i, j) has to be 
the same as the boundary function for (Nj, Ni). Another disadvantage is that when the 
edges are split or moved, we have to be careful to update the edges in both directions. 
In the algorithms we only show the edges in one direction to simplify the notation. 
4.2 Parallel Implementation Of Node-Edge Data Struc-
ture 
The node-edge data structure used in the parallel implementation closely follows the 
one described in section 4.1 , with the addition of two new tructures; the ghost node 
table and the neighbour node tab le. The next two sections look at these new structures 
in furt her detail. 
4 .2.1 Ghost Node Table 
To help with t he parallel implementation , two different types of nodes are used ; the fu ll 
nodes and the ghost nodes. The fu ll nodes are used in the computations and directly 
correspond to t he nodes used in the serial implementation . The ghost nodes are unique 
to t he parallel implementation and are used in the communication. 
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Figure 4.8: Example grid sitting on host machine. 
To distinguish between the different types of nodes, let Fp be the set of full nodes 
sitting on processor p and let Yp be the set of ghost nodes sitting on processor p. ote 
that N = Up Fp and Fp n Fq = <P if p i= q. 
The ghost nodes* are used to complete the algebraic and topological relations. For 
example, suppose we had the grid in figure 4.8 sitting on the host machine. Then sup-
pose nodes 4,5 and 6 are distributed in processor 1 and nodes 1, 2 and 3 are distributed 
to processor 2. The topological relations for the first processor are completed by adding 
nodes 1 and 3 as ghost nodes and the relations for the other processor are completed 
by adding nodes 4 and 5 as ghost nodes (see figure 4.9). 
6 
/\5 
151 
Processor 1 
2 
Processor 2 
Figure 4.9: Example grid divided up amongst two processors. The ghost nodes , shown 
by open circles, are used to complete the relations. 
A more formal definition of Yp is 
(4.1) 
The ghost nodes may be accessed by the processors, but they are never updated by 
the processors. When the values for the full nodes are changed, the updates have to be 
sent to any corresponding ghost node. For example, if the value for node 4 in processor 
1 shown in figure 4.9 is updated , then the new value has to be sent to the ghost node 
4 in processor 2 . 
• Our ghost nodes are not the same as the ghost nodes used by Riide. 
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Even though the updated values need to be sent to t he ghost nodes, the cost of the 
communication can often be reduced by using the ghost nodes to overlap the commu-
nication and computation. For example, let, 
BF(C , Ni) 
BdC , Ni) 
B(C , Ni) n F, 
B(C , Ni) n y. 
Then the Jacobi algorithm may be written as 
a ii 
Ii - "LNJ EB:F(C ,N.) aij x 'j "LNJEBg(C ,N.) a ijx'j 
a " 
" 
So the communication may be overlapped with the computation by using the fol-
lowing algorithm ; 
1. Send updated values. 
2 S n+l/2 - (f . "" .. . n)/ " . et Xi - , - L-NJEB:r(C,Ni ) a'J X j a", 
3. Get updated values . 
S n +l n+l/2 ("" n)/ 4. et Xi = Xi - L-NJEBd C,N. ) a ijXj a ii · 
In this algorithm the computations in step 2 progresses while the communicat ion 
from step 1 is managed in the 'background ' by the routing controller. So , when we 
reach step 3 the updated values are (hopefu lly) sitting in the message buffer ready to 
be read in. For example, we tried applying the multigrid algorithm to a 5 level grid 
which had 591316 nodes on the finest level. The Jacobi routine was called a total of 
24 times during the multigrid cycle. On 128 processors the Jacobi routine took 22.3 
seconds when the communication and computation were overlapped , compared to 25.6 
second when they were not overlapped. 
By using the ghost nodes , the stiffness matrix and load vector can be calculated in 
parallel without the need to do any communication. Since the algebraic connections are 
compl te B(C , Ni) c Fp U Yp for all Ni EN all of the information needed to calculate 
t he ith row of the stiffness matrix is already sitting on the processors. 
The use of ghost nodes as a communication buffer or as a way of stor ing updates 
from neighbouring processors is not new , see for example the ghost cells used in [3], the 
boundary nodes used [30] and artificial boundary in [47]. However, we have extended 
their application so that they may be used to set up the data dependencies. For 
xample, during refinement the communication pattern has to be updated when new 
nodes are added and we shall show in chapter 6 that by exploiting the relationship 
between the ghost nodes and full nodes the communication pattern may be updated 
independently across t he processors. 
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4 .2.2 Neighbour N ode Table 
The ghost nodes are used to set up the communication pattern. Each ghost node 
'knows' the position of the corresponding full node and each full node ' knows' the 
position of any equivalent ghost node. Therefore each processor can determine where 
it has to send updates and where it will receive updates. 
It is the neighbour node table which lets the nodes 'know ' the position of the 
corresponding full or ghost node. Each grid stores two sets of neighbour node tables , 
one set for the full nodes, QFp' and one set for the ghost nodes, Qgp. 
The neighbour node table has a two tier structure, as shown in figure 4.10. The first 
tier stores the list of neighbour processors. The neighbour processors are the processors 
which need to communicate with the current processor. The second tier lists the nodes 
of interest in the neighbouring processor. The nodes of interest for the full neighbour 
node table are the corresponding ghost nodes (i.e. {N; E 9q : N; E Fp}) and the nodes 
of interest for the ghost neighbour node table are the corresponding full nodes (i.e. 
{N; E Fq : N; E 9p}) . We shall represent this structure by 
and 
Processor p 
~ 
...------------, 
Processor 
ql 
Processor 
q2 
/\ 
@@ 
Processor 
qp 
Figure 4.10: Structure of neighbour node table. 
4.3 Computational Classes 
In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we described the node-edge data structure. We now go into 
som detai l about how we have implemented this data structure. This section looks 
at t hos classes primarily used in the computations. The next section describes the 
additional lasses need d to run the program in parallel. 
The program is written in ++ which lets us exploit the hierarchical data structure 
in herent in such an object orientat d programming language . Th finite element grid 
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inheri ts t hree different classes; Node Table, EdgeTable and Connect Table (see fi gure 
4 .11) . As th e names suggest, NodeTable sto res t he nod es, E dgeTable stores t he edges 
and Connect Table stores t he algebraic connections. 
is-a 
Edge Table 
Is-a 
Grid Node Table 
1 i,-, 
Connect Table 
Figure 4.11: Class hierarchy for grid. 
4 .3 .1 Hash Tables 
The N odeTable, EdgeTable and Connect Table cl asses a re implemented as hash tables 
wi t h separate chaining. Figure 4.12 shows an example hash table. otice t hat we have 
joined t he lists in t he hash table so that the ite rator classes presented in section 4.3.5 
may move t hrough t he hash table more freely. 
We chose to use a hash table rathe t han a list because t he access t ime for lists is 
too slow. We did consider more complicated data st ructures such as t rees, which offer 
quick access t ime, bu t we decided not to use t hem. In t he case of adaptive refinement 
we a re cont inuously moving nodes in and ou t of t he processor and we fe lt t hat it wou ld 
be difficult t o keep t he t rees balanced. 
The informat ion in the hash tables is accessed by applying a hash function to t he 
nod I.D .'s 
4 .3.2 The N ode Table Class 
Figure 4.13 gives t he class st ru cture for t he odeTable. The clas es whose names are 
shown in bold type a re designed as an in te rface to t he node information. The other 
cl asses a r helper classes and are not in tended for public use. 
ince t he NodeTable class is implemented as a hash t able, most of t he wo rk is done 
by t he NodeLi t cl ass . Most of t he operations in t he NodeTable class just find t he list 
which con tains the given nod e and then calls t he NodeList class to perform t he required 
operat ion. For example t he geLnode op ration in th e NodeTable cl ass just looks like; 
/ / get t h node with the given id 
con s t Node &NodeTable:: geLnode(const NodelD &id) con st 
{ 
r t urn noddis t [hash_fu n ( id.geLno ())) -> geLnode( id) ; 
Th Nod I tem class is design d to hold t he entries in t he list. 
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N ode Table 
N ode Node N ode 
I I I 
, I t~ 
NodeList 
r 
N ode N ode NodeList 
~-~ 
f 
N ode NodeList 
. t 1 
~ 
N ode Node NodeL ist 
III 
N odeJtem 
L ist Index 
Figure 4.12: St ructure of hash table used to store N ode Table. 
N odeTable I 
r has-a 
N odeL ist 
r has-a 
NodeJtem 
r has-a 
N ode 
has-a / ~as-a 
has-a 
N odeStore 
NodeID GlobalNodeID 
Figure 4.13: lass structure for odeTabl . The bold class names sho 1 t he classes 
designed for pu blic use . The ot her classes a re helper classes. 
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The NodeStore class is used to reduce the number of calls to new and delete . When 
a node item is no longer needed it is placed in the NodeStore class, which then keeps 
track of it. The next time the NodeList needs an item it uses an old one from the 
NodeStore class. If the program tries to use an item from an empty store then a new 
one is created. There is also a limit to the number of items that may be kept in the 
store. If the program tries to put an item into a full store, it is deleted. 
To save space , the nodes are assigned two I.D. 's, a global I.D. and a local I.D .. The 
nodes, edges and connections are accessed by the local I.D .. The only time the global 
I.D . is used is when we are passing the information between the processors (see section 
6.3). 
4 .3 .3 The EdgeTable Class 
The structure of the EdgeTable class is similar to the NodeTable class (see figure 4.14) . 
Edge 
has-a 
EdgeList -+---- EdgeStore 
r has-a 
Edge/tem 
EdgeStar Arm 
Figure 4.14: Class structure for Edge Table. 
The information in the Edge_Table class is stored in terms of edge stars. An edge 
star corresponds to the set of neighbour endpoints {B(£, Ni)}. Each endpoint of the star 
is stored in EdgeStarEnd. It has been set-up that way to make it easier to implement 
t he EndPtIterator (see 4.3.5). 
Conceptually, however , users of EdgeTable sti ll view the class as a collection of 
edges . T herefore t he Edge class has been created to let the users input and extract 
information. For example, to find the boundary function we could use 
edge = grid.geL edge(idl . id2 ); 
function = edge.geLbnd-functionO; 
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or 
fun ction = grid.geLbnd_function( idl, id2) ; 
4.3.4 The ConnectTable Class 
The structure of the ConnectTable class closely follows the EdgeTable (see figure 4.15). 
The on ly in formation stored with the connection is the I.D. of the the two endpoints 
and t he corresponding matrix value. To find, for example, the entry of the stiffness 
matrix we cou ld use, 
stiffness = grid. geLstiffness ( idl, id2 ); 
ConnectTable I 
1 
has-a 
has-a 
Star List -+---- Star Store 
r has-a 
StarItem 
1 has-a 
Star 
r bas-a 
StarArm 
Figure 4.15: Class structure for Connect Table. 
4 .3.5 C ++ Iterators Classes 
To help find the triangles or quadri laterals in the grid we exploit a usefu l technique 
of C++; t he iterator classes. T he t hree iterator classes used most widely throughout 
the program ar t he NodeIterator class , the EndPtIterator class and the ArmIterator 
class. T h NodeIterator class loops t hrough a ll of t he nodes in the node tab le. The 
EndPtIt rat or lass loo ps around t he endpoints of all of t he edges connected to a given 
node . T he ArmIteraior class loops around a ll of the connections to a given node. 
T he iterator classes let us set up t he code so that it mim ics t he mathematical 
notation. For example, t he fo llowing piec of code used to find all of the triangles in a 
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grid closely resembles the algorithm shown in section 4.1. 
for (NodeIterator i(grid); li.is_endO ; ++i) 
for (EndPtIterator j(grid, grid[i]) ; Ij.iLendO ; ++j) 
for (EndPtIterator k(grid, grid [i]) ; Ik.iLendO ; ++k) 
if (grid. iLedge(grid(j ], grid[ k])) 
{ 
} 
cout « "Triangle : " « grid[i] « " " « grid(j] 
« " " « grid [k] « endl ; 
The ArmIterator class is most often used in the iterative routines such as Jacobi or 
Gauss-Seidel. For example, the value of node i after applying an iteration of the Jacobi 
method is given by; 
sum = 0.0; 
for (ArmIt erator J(grid, node[i]) ; Ij.iLendO; j++) 
{ 
if (node[ i] 1= node(j]) 
sum += grid.geLstiffness( node[ i] , node(j])* grid.geL value( node(j]) ; 
} 
new_value = (grid. geUoad( node[ i])-sum) I grid.geLstiffness( node[ i], node[ i]) ; 
4.4 Parallel Classes 
ls-a ls-a 
Node Table Grid Edge Table 
Connect Table 
NghNode GhostTable 
Figure 4.16: Class hierarchy for parallel grid. 
T he grid is a lso com posed of two other classes (see figure 4.16) whose main functions are 
to hand l the parallel part of the program. They are the GhostTable and gh ode Table 
classes. Th GhostTable class is used to store the ghost nodes and the ghNodeTable 
class is LIS d to keep track of the nodes stored in different processors. 
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The st ructure of GhostTable is the same as NodeTable. 
The structure of the NghNodeTable class closely follows the implementation de-
scr i bed in section 4.2.2 
4.5 Example Results 
We shall look at examples A.1 and A.2 from appendix A. 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the efficiency results for the routines which calculate the 
stiffness matrix using linear basis functions. Section 6.6 contains the tables which give 
the total time taken to solve the problem. 
I No. of Processors II 1 I 16 I 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Time (sec) 22.2 22 .7 23.7 24.5 
Efficiency (%) 96 92 88 
I No. of Processors II 2 I 81 128 I 
No. of Levels 7 8 9 10 
No. of Nodes 16641 66049 263169 1050625 
Time (sec) 44.9 46.5 39.8 42.1 
Efficiency (%) 96 112 105 
Table 4.1: The efficiency of the calcu lation of the stiffness matrix for example A.1. 
o. of Processors II 1 16 I 64 I 
No. of Levels 5 6 7 8 
No. of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Time (sec) 31.5 32.0 34.6 30.2 
Efficiency (%) 97 89 102 
o. of Processors II 2 I 81 32 I 12 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Nodes 16641 66049 263169 1050625 
T ime (sec) 63.2 67.0 66.4 57.1 
Efficiency (%) 94 94 109 
Table 4.2 : The efficiency of the calcu lation of the stiffness matrix for example A.2. 
The grids were refined to the given number of levels. The time is t he total time 
over all of the levels of refinemen t . otice that we increase the problem size as we 
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in crease the number of processors. Consequently the efficiency was calculated by using 
the following equation; 
(4.2) 
where Tp is t he time for p processors a nd Np is the number of nodes on the finest grid 
level. 
The efficiency for t he calcu lation of the stiffness matrix is very high. The ghost 
nodes are used to complete t he connections, so the the routines do not need to do any 
com municat ion. 
Tables 4 .1 a nd 4.2 also show t hat the efficiency is not dependent upon the grid 
shape. This is as expected since the grid is just viewed as a collection of nodes and 
edges. 
Tables 4 .1 and 4.2 contain efficiency results greater then 100%. The problem size 
decreases slight ly as we increase the number of processors. Therefore, the time taken to 
access t he information in the data structure also decreases as we increase the number 
of processors. So we get super linear speedup. 
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Multigrid Data Structure 
As the name suggests, multigrid methods use multiple layers of grids. Each grid level 
contributes different pieces of information towards the solution of the problem. In our 
area of interest, the solution of elliptic partial differential equations, the grid layers are 
used to remove different frequency components of the error. 
There are many different variations of the multigrid algorithm, but we will be 
focusing on two of the better known algorithms, the J.L-scheme and the FMJ.L-scheme. 
Section 5.1 gives a brief description of theses algorithms, our main intention here is to 
present their structure. 
In chapter 4 we showed how the grid layers are stored in a node-edge data structure. 
The nodes in this data structure are used to store the geometrical information while 
the edges are used to store the topological information. The algebraic relations defined 
by the stiffness matrix are stored in a table of intra-grid connections. 
In this chapter we look at how the data structure may be extended for use with the 
multigrid algorithm by including inter-grid connections. These connections are needed 
to pass the information between the grid levels and correspond to the algebraic relations 
defined by the interpolation and restriction operators . For example suppose we had 
the 1 dimensional grid shown in figure 5.1. Then the set or restriction connections for 
node 4 in level 2 would be (4, 1) and (4,2). The set of interpolation connections for 
node 4 are (4, 6) , (4,4) and (4,7). Section 5.2 looks at the multigrid data structure in 
more detail. 
1 6 4 7 3 8 5 9 3 
Levell 
1~------~------~~----~~------~ 3 Level 2 
Level 3 
1 2 3 
Figure 5.1: 1 Dimensional grid showing inter-grid connections . 
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In chapter 4 we also mentioned that ghost nodes are used in t he parallel imple-
mentation of the node-edge data structure. The ghost nodes complete the topological 
and algebraic connections. In the mult igrid implementation we extend the definition 
of ghost nodes to include the completion of t he inter-grid connections . For example, 
suppose t he grid from figure 5.1 was split up over two processors with roughly half of 
the nodes going into processor 1, as in figure 5.2. Then the ghost nodes, drawn as open 
circles, complete t he intra-grid a nd in ter-grid connections. See section 5.3 for a more 
formal definition. 
1 6 4 7 3 8 
_-_~-...... -_ .... 0 
.0 Levell 
fI.-----~----~ . . .... .. ... · 0 
: 2 5 
Level 2 
. ...... .. ......... ::6 Level 3 
1 2 
Figure 5.2: The ghost nodes are used to complete the intra-g rid a nd inter-grid connec-
t ions. The fu ll nodes are drawn as dark circles while t he ghost nodes are drawn as open 
circles. 
In section 5.4 we describe some implementation details , such as how t he iterator 
classes a re used to pass the information between t he levels . 
Finally, section 5.5 looks at the performance of the multigrid method on t he exam-
ples given in appendix A. 
5.1 The Multigrid Algorithm 
5 .1.1 f.L - scheme 
Consider the problem of solving t he system of equat ions Au = j, where A is the result of 
a pplying som e discretisation method to t he ellipt ic pa rt ia l differential eq uation. Then , 
given a nested sequence of grids, Ml C M 2 C ... C M n , t he a lgorithm for t he J-L-scheme 
is; 
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Algorithm 5.1 
Vmf-p,-schemem(p" PI, P2 , 1m , vm) 
{ 
1. 
la. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
4a. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
7a. 
} 
do 1 to P1 
vmf-Rm(jm _ Amvm) 
ifm> 1 
rm- 1f-I;::-1(jm _ Amvm) 
do 1 to p, 
m-1 h m-1 ( m-1 0) V f-p,-SC eme P"P1,P2 ,r , 
em f- I;::_l vm- 1 
vmf-em + vm 
do 1 to P2 
vmf-Rm(jm _ Amvm) 
Stages 1 and 7 of the algorithm consist of the pre and post smoothing stages. In the 
third stage of the algorithm we project the residual r from the fine grid onto the coarse 
grid. The residual is defined as r = f - Av = Au - Av = Ae, where e is the error. Stage 
4 recursively calls the multigrid algorithm to provide a coarse grid approximation to 
the error. In stage 5 the error approximation is interpolated to the fine grid. Stage 6 
uses the error approximation to improve the current estimate. 
In our implementation the finite element method is used to form a discrete approx-
imation to the equation. Hence Am represents the stiffness matrix calculated on grid 
Mm. 
The interpolation operator , 1;::_1' is linear interpolation and the restriction opera-
tor, 1;::-1, is defined to be the transpose of the interpolation operator. 
The values usually assigned to p, are 1 or 2. If p, = 1 the method is called the 
V-scheme because it moves through the grids tracing out a V shape as in figure 5.3. 
If p, = 2 then the method is called the W-scheme since the algorithm traces out a W 
shape as in figure 5.4. 
level 
4 0 0 
3 0 0 
2 0 0 
1 0 
Figur 5.3: When using the V-scheme, the algorithm moves through the grid levels 
traci ng out a V s hape. 
Loos ly speaki ng , multigrid methods wor k because the different grid layers are ab le 
to remove different frequency compon nts of the error. For a more thorough discussion 
on t he I ractical and theor tical aspects of the multigrid method we refp.r the reader 
to on of the standard multigrid references, which include [7], [ ], [9], [10], [ll] [14], 
[31], [33], [46], [48] and [49]. For specific examples and application (such as the parallel 
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level 
4 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
Figure 5.4: When using the W-scheme the algorithm moves through the grid levels 
tracin g out a W shape. 
implementations) we recommend that the reader looks at the the multigrid bibliography 
stored in MGNet [24]. At the time of writing this thesis the bibliography contained 
over 2300 entries. 
5.1.2 FMfl--scheme 
The FMfl--scheme is similar to the fl--scheme , except that the coarse grids are used to 
give an initial approximation to the solution. 
The algorithm for the FMfl--scheme is ; 
Algorithm 5.2 
vffif--FMfl--schemeffi(fl-, Pl, P2 , fffi , v ffi ) 
{ 
1. if m > 1 
2. rffi-lf--I;:;:-l(Jffi - Affivffi) 
3. vffi-lf--FMfl--schemeffi-l (fl- , Pl , P2 , r ffi - l , 0) 
4. effif-- I ;:;:_l Vffi - l 
5. vffif--effi + vffi 
6. do 1 to fl-
7. Vffif--fl--schemeffi (I, Pl, P2, f ffi, Vffi) 
} 
Usually fl- is taken to be 1. In this case the algorithm is called the FMV-scheme. A 
trace map for the FMV scheme is given in figure 5.5. 
level 
4 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
Figur 5.5: When using t he FMV-scheme the algorithm moves through the grid levels 
tracing out a collection of V shapes. 
oti e that t he FMV-scheme is basically a collection of V-schemes, e cept that the 
result of stage 5 is used as an ini tial guess for stage 6. 
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This method usually converges a lot quicker then V-scheme. However , it is less 
efficient on a parallel machines since it spends more time in the coarse grids where the 
computation to communication ratio is low. Even on a sequential machine it may be 
less efficient in terms of work. 
5.2 Multigrid Data Structure 
In chapter 4 we described the data structure used to store a finite element grid. To be 
able to use this data structure with the multigrid algorithm we need to know how to 
pass the values between the grid levels. As with the data structure described by Rude 
([59J , [60J, [61J, [62J, [63J and [64]) we use inter-grid connections. See figure 5.6 for an 
example use of inter-grid connections. 
I 
I I 
I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 
I. 
I I 
I I 
I • 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I • 
• I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I ~N I, a 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I • 
I • 
I I 
I I 
I • 
• .
Figure 5.6: Example set of inter-grid connections. 
Each gr id layer contains two sets of inter-grid connections , the interpolation con-
nections, 
and th restriction connections, 
CR = {(Ni, Nj) : Ni E M m , j E M m - 1 and (I;;:-l) i,j '# O}. 
These inter-grid connections are stored in the table of algebraic connections. That 
is, if we let CA be the intra-grid connections (stiffness matrix) defined in section 4.1.1 
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then the set of algebraic connections C is 
Since we are using linear interpolation , the interpolated value of node Na in the fine 
grid in figure 5.6 is 
N;:+ 1 . value f- ~ (NT:' . value + N:;' . value) . 
To restrict the values, the interpolation connections are followed in the opposite 
direction. That is , to restrict node Na down onto the coarse grid we use 
NT:'. value f- NT:'. value + ~ N;:+l . value 
N:;'. value f- N:;' . value + ~ N;:+l . value. 
The interpolation and restriction connections shown in figure 5.6 are fairly simple. 
Therefore it would be possible to move the values between the levels without explicitly 
constructing the inter-grid connections. However, this is not the case for adaptive 
refinement where the relationships between the grid level may become quite complex. 
For example, in figure 5.7 the interpolated value of Nd is 
N:;'+l . value f- ~ (N;:. value + NT:'. value + 2N:;' . value). 
4 
N 
c 
F igure 5.7: Example inter-grid connections from adaptive refinement. 
Th inter-grid connections also add an extra degree of complexity to the data de-
pendencies. For example, when the nodes are moved between the processors we have 
to be carefu l to update the neighbour node list on the current grid level, as well as 
t he list on t he previous grid lev I and the next grid level. Chapter contains a more 
indepth discussion of t his problem. 
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5.3 The Parallel Algorithm 
Many of the ideas behind the parallel implementation of the data structure are given 
in chapter 4. The main point to emphasise here is that the ghost nodes are also used 
to complete the inter-grid connections. So , for example, a full node on the coarse grid 
may be joined by an interpolation connection to a ghost node on the fine grid. 
Recall that in chapter 4 (equation 4.1) we defined the set of ghost nodes for a grid 
at level m, 1 ~ m ~ n , in processor p to be 
where B(E , N i) for N i E F;' is the set of neighbouring endpoints for node i and 
B(CA , N i) is the set of intra-grid connections to N i . To include the interpolation and 
restriction connections, we set FO = Fn+l = ¢ and extend the definition of ghost nodes 
to be 
In other words, the ghost nodes are the nodes which are not full nodes , but have 
an algebraic or topological connection to a full node . 
As with the Jacobi algorithm, the ghost nodes may be used to overlap the commu-
nicat ion and computation when interpolating and restricting values . For example, the 
serial code to restrict values from M m to M m - 1 is ; 
Algorithm 5.3 
Mm-l+-RestricLGrid(Mm, M m-l) 
{ 
for N i E Nm-l 
N i+-O 
for N i E Nm 
for Nj E B(CR, N i) 
N j . value +-Nj . value + (Ni , N j ) . weight X Ni. value 
} 
T he parallel version of the algorithm is of processor pis; 
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Algorithm 5.4 
Mm-1+-RestricLGridYarallel(Mm , Mm-1) 
{ 
} 
Send_Updates(Mm) 
for N i E F;'-l 
Ni+- O 
for N i E F;' 
for Nj E B(CR, Ni) 
Nj. value +-Nj. value + (Ni' Nj). weight x Ni. value 
GeL Updates (Mm) 
for Ni E g; 
for Nj E B(CR , Ni) 
Nj.value +-Nj.value + (Ni , N j ).weight X N ;.value 
Not that we do not assume that a node in the set of full nodes for the coarse grid 
wi ll be in the set of full nodes for the fine grid. That is N; E F;' f? Ni E F;'+1. 
Therefore, it is possible to spread the grid levels independently across the processor. 
In section 8.4 we give a description of a load balancing routine that does exactly that. 
Hence our data structure should be able to handle multilevel type of algorithms. See 
for example [34J, [50J , [51J, [52J, [53J and [57J. 
5.4 Implementation Of Multigrid Data Structure 
The interpolation and restriction connections are stored in the Connect Table defined in 
chapter 4, figure 4.15. The new structure of Connect Table which takes these connections 
into account is given in figure 5 .. 
The entr ies of the interpolation and restriction matrix (inter-grid connections) are 
accessed in a similar way as the entries of the stiffness matrix (in tra-grid co nnections) . 
For example, to find the i, j entry of the restriction matrix we could use; 
restrict = grid.geLrestrict( node_table[ il, node_table[jJ) ; 
ote that even though the restriction is defined to be the transpose of the interpo-
lation, w store both the restriction and interpolation connections. This is to decrease 
t he acce s tim and to help set up the data dependencies in the parallel implementation. 
5.4.1 C++ Iterator Classes 
A qui k way to access the entri s in t he interpolation and restriction connections is 
to use the InterpolIterator and RestrictIterator classes. For example the line for N j E 
B(CR, Ni) in algorithm 5.3 is implemented in C++ code as 
for (RestrictIterator j (fin e_grid, fin e_grid [ iJ) ; !j. is_endO; ++j) 
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1 h~-a 
Star 
(Connections) 
1 
StarArm 
StarList i h~-a 
StarItem 
h~-a 
Star 
(Restrictions) 
1 
StarArm 
5.5. RESULTS 
StarStore 
1 h~-a 
Star 
(Interpolations) 
1 
StarArm 
Figure 5.8: Class structure for ConnectTable. 
5.5 Example Results 
The examples we shall look at are examples A.1 and A.2 from appendix A. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the total time taken to apply two V-scheme iterations with 
two pre and two post smoothing steps using the Jacobi method. A table showing the 
total time to solve the problem is given in section 6.6. 
The grids were refined to the given number of levels, with tables 5.1 and 5.2 showing 
the number of nodes in the finest grid level. The efficiency results were calculated by 
using equation 4.2. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that the efficiency does drop off for large numbers of 
processors. However it would be difficult to obtain high efficiency results for examples 
A.1 and A.2 on such a large number of processors since the initial coarse grids only 
contain a small number of nodes. Example A.1 only has four nodes in the initial coarse 
grid, so we have to refine seven times before there are enough nodes to fill up , say, 
64 processors. ote that we insist that each processor contains at least 25 nodes (see 
section 8.5). 
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o. of Processors II 1 I 16 I 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Time (sec) 13 .2 15.1 18.4 28.9 
Efficiency (%) 86 70 44 
I No. of Processors II 2 I 128 I 
No. of Levels 7 8 9 10 
No. of Nodes 1664l 66049 263169 1050625 
Time (sec) 31.7 35.0 49.4 64.2 
Efficiency (%) 90 63 49 
Table 5.1: The efficiency of solving the systems of equations using the V-scheme for 
example A .1. 
I No. of Processors II 16 I 
No. of Levels 5 6 7 8 
No. of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Time (sec) 13.0 15.2 20 .1 42 .3 
Efficiency (%) 84 63 30 
I No. of Processors II 2 I 8 I 32 I 128 I 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Nodes 16641 66049 263169 1050625 
T ime (sec) 32.6 38.2 51.2 68.6 
Efficiency (%) 85 63 47 
Table 5.2: The efficiency of solving the systems of equations using the V-scheme for 
example A.2. 
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Non-Adaptive Refinement 
In our description of the multigrid method given in chapter 5, we assumed that we had 
a sequence of grids. In this chapter we show how to build that sequence of grids in the 
case of non-adaptive refinement. 
This chapter mainly focuses on the refinement of triangular grids. The adaptive 
refinement algorithms given in chapter 7 build upon the techniques developed here. 
We briefly describe the methods used to refine quadrilateral and tetrahedral grids in 
sections 6.4 and 6.5 respectively. 
Figure 6.1: Initial Triangulation. The dark circles represent the newest nodes. 
The grids are refined by using the newest node bisection method. In this method 
the triangles are spli t along the edges which sit opposite the newest nodes. For example, 
if the middle node in figure 6.1 is the newest node, then the triangles will be split along 
the edges marked by a B. As the triangles are split, the set of newest nodes is updated 
as shown in figures 6.2 and 6.3. By splitting the edges in this way, the algorithm 
guarantees that the triangles are not repeatedly split along one edge , thus avoiding 
long thin triangles. 
In terms of the node-edge data structure it is easier to work with the base edges 
rather t hen the newest nodes. The base edges are t he edges which sit opposite the 
newest nodes, so the edges marked by a B in figure 6.1 are base edges. To refine the 
grid the program loops through the edges table and spli ts the triangles along the base 
edges. For a more detailed description see section 6.l. 
By using the base edges we can split the triangles independently across the proces-
sors, see figur s 6.4 and 6.5. The main issue that needs to be addressed is the addition 
of new nodes. For example when the edge between nodes 6 and 7 i split in figure 6.4, 
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Figure 6.2: Triangulation after one refinement sweep. The dark circles represent the 
newest nodes. 
Figure 6.3: Triangulation after two refinement sweeps. The dark circles represent the 
newest nodes. 
6 6 
B 
a_--a · ··· · · · ·07 2 Q. . ... ... ~-----e 
B B 
a_--• . . . . . .. ·0 
3 4 5 5 9 10 
Processor 1 Processor 2 
Figure 6.4: The base edges, marked by a B, show which t ri angles need to be spli t. The 
fu ll nodes drawn as dark circles while the ghost nodes are drawn as open circles. 
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Figure 6.5: By following the base edges the triangles may be split independently across 
the processors. The full nodes drawn as dark circles while the ghost nodes are drawn 
as open circles. 
the processors must decided whether to add the new node as a ghost node or a full 
node. Only one processor may add it as a full node, the others must add it as a ghost 
node. Section 6.2 describes the method that we use to determine what type of node it 
should be. 
When the new nodes are added in the example given in figure 6.5 we have to assign 
them a new I.D .. We use two I.D.s, a global I.D. and a local I.D. The global I.D. is 
based on the geometrical position of the nodes and is consistent across the processors. 
The global I.D. is only used during the communication. Section 6.3 presents the global 
I.D. in more detail. The local I.D . which is used to access the information in the tables 
may vary between t he processors. 
A ll of the information needed to spli t the triangles and add the new nodes is sitting 
on the processors. The only communication we use is one all-to-all call at the beginning 
of the routine to find the number of nodes in each processor. The rest of the refinement 
a lgorithm proceeds without any communication. 
Section 6.6 looks at the refinement of the example grids given in appendix A. 
6.1 The Refinement Algorithm 
Given a grid M m , the next finest grid, M m +1 , is built by using newest node bisection 
(see [54], [55], [56] and [65]) . This method splits the triangles along the edges which 
sit opposite t he newest node. For example suppose t he centre point in figure 6.1 is the 
newest node, then t he resulting triangu lation after one and two levels of refinement are 
shown in figures 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. 
otice that t he edges in the final figure, figure 6.3, are similar to those in figure 6.l. 
It can b shown (in [54] Mitchell references a proof by Sewell [65]) that if the angles in 
t he ini tial triangu lation are bounded away from 0 and 1f t hen the angles in the refined 
grid will b bounded away from 0 and 1f. Indeed there ar on ly a finite number of 
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similar shapes that arise. 
In terms of the node-edge data structure it is easier to work with the base edges 
rather then the newest nodes. The base edges are those edges which sit opposite the 
newest nodes (i.e. the edges marked by B in figure 6.1). 
To refine the whole grid, the program basically follows a two step algorithm. The 
first step loops through the edge table to find all of the base edges. The second step 
splits the triangles along those base edges, as in figure 6.6. 
Figure 6.6: The triangles are split along the base edges which are marked by B. 
Recall that the coarse grid is M m = M{Nm,£m, c m}, where Nm, [ m, c m are the 
set of nodes, edges and connections. Then the algorithm for building the next finest 
grid M m+ l is; 
Algorithm 6.1 
M m +1 +- Whole_Grid_Refinement{M m) 
{ 
} 
M m +1 = M m 
InitialiseJnteLGrid_Connections{Mm, M m+l) 
do 1 to 2 
[R+- Build_Base_Edge{[m+l) 
Mm+l+-Add_Triangle{M n, M m+l , [R) 
We pass over the grid twice so that the triangles in the final grid are similar to the 
triangles in the coarse grid (see figures 6.1 and 6.3). If we have a uniform grid on a 
square domain , as shown in figure 6.7, then two refinement sweeps are equivalent to 
dividing the grid size by 2. 
In itialiseJnter_Grid_Connections 
InitialiseJnteLGrid_Connections initialises t he in ter-grid connections. That is , it loops 
thro ugh the nodes and sets t he interpolation connection between Nim and NtH to 1 
and the restriction connection between Ni
m+1 and Nt to 1. 
Build_Ba e_Edge 
Build_Bas _Edge is a simple algorithm which extracts all of the base edges in the grid. 
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Figure 6.7: Two refinement sweeps of the uniform grid divides the grid size by 2. 
Algorithm 6.2 
£R~ Build_BasLEdge{£m+l) 
{ 
} 
£R= 1> 
fo r E E £m+l 
if (E.reJindype = base_type) 
£R~£R U {E} 
Add_Triangle 
To add a new triangle to the grid the program loops through the base edges ( i , N j) 
given in £R to find the triangles of the form T(Ni, j , .) . It then takes the triangles 
and spli ts them along the edge (Ni , j) as shown in figure 6.6. The general structure 
of the Add_Triangle algorithm is; 
Algorithm 6 .3 
Mm+l~ Add_Triangle{Mm, Mm+l , £R) 
{ 
} 
fo r (Ni , N j ) E £R 
T~Find_Triangle{Mm+1 , Ni, j ) 
M m+1 ~SpliLTriangle{ M m Mm+l, T) 
Find_Triangle 
T he value returned by Find_Triangle represents triangles of the form T(Ni, N j , .). In 
other words, T may be t he triangle pair {T(N;, Nj, Nk\), T(Ni, N j, Nk2 )} or the single 
triangl T(Ni, N j , Nk) (or in parallel it may just be t he edge ( i , j )). The method 
used to find t hese triangles fol lows the algori thm given in section 4.1. 
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SpliLTriangle 
Most of the work in the refinement routine goes into SpliLTriangle. The following 
routine shows how to split the triangle pair {T(Ni , N j, N k1), T(Ni, N j, N k2 n . 
A lgorit hm 6 .4 
M ID+1f- SpliLTriangle(M ID M ID+! , T(Ni, N j, N k1 ) , T(Ni , N j, k2 )) { 
la. £ ID +lf-£ID+l \ {(Ni' N jn 
lb. CA'+!f-CA'+l \ {(Ni , N jn 
2. Ndf-Add_Midpoint(M ID+! , N i , N j) 
3a. £ID+lf-£ID+l U {(Nd, N i ), (Nd , N j ), (Nd, NkJ , (Nd , N k2 n 
3b. CA'+!f-CA'+l U {(Nd , N i) , (Nd , N j ) , (Nd , Nk 1) , (Nd, Nk2 ) , (Nd , N dn 
4a. (Ni, Nk1)·refindype = Find-Refine_Type(N i, N kl) 
4b. (Ni' N k2) ·refindype = Find_Refine_Type(N i Nk) 
4c. (Nj, Nk1) . refine_type = Find-Refine_Type(N j, k1 ) 
4d. (Nj , Nk2 ) .refindype = Find-Refine_Type (N j, N k2 ) 
{M ID, MID+l} f- Update_Inter_Grid(MID M ID+l, N d) 
} 
Diagrammatically the steps in splitting the triangle are shown in figure 6.8. 
Figure 6.8: Diagram outlining the steps given in algorithm 6.4. 
In the implementation , if the edge (Ni' N j ) is changed , the edge ( j, i) must also 
be updated. We have only shown the edges going in one direction in the algorithms to 
simplify the notation but both directions have to be updated in the code. For example 
the firs t step in algorithm 6.4 should be replaced with £ ID+l \ {( i, j ) U ( j, in · 
Find_Refine_ Type 
For whol grid refinement , Find_Refine_Type returns base_type. That is it marks the 
edge as being a base edge. The new edges, such as (Nd , N i), are et to noLbase_type so 
they are not spli t in the next refinement sweep. 
Update-Inter _Grid 
T he final algorithm to look at is Update-Inter_Grid. This algorithm updates the in-
terpolation and restriction connections. In the case of whole grid refinement the inter-
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polation connection to N;['+l is (Nt, N;['+l) = (Nj, N;['+l) = t and the rest riction 
operator for Nd is (N;['+l , Nim) = (N;['+l, Nj) = t as shown in figure 6.9. 
N · , N · J 
Figure 6.9: Inter-grid connections for non-adaptive refinement. 
Algorithm 6.5 
{Mm , Mm+l}~ Update_InteLGrid(Mm, Mm+l , Nd) 
{ 
} 
CR+l~CR+l U {(Nd , Ni) U (Nd, N j)} 
CR.(Nd, Ni) . weight ~t 
CR.(Nd, Nj) . weight ~t 
CI~CI U {(Ni, Nd) U (Nj, Nd)} 
CJ.(Ni, Nd).weight ~t 
CJ.(Ni, Nd).weight ~t 
6.2 Implementation of Refinement Algorithm in Parallel 
In section 6.1 we described the steps needed to refine over the whole grid. The parallel 
implementation of th is method is equivalent to the steps outlined in algorithms 6.1, 6.2, 
6.3,6.4 and 6.5 except that the SpliLTriangle algorithm, algorithm 6.4 , is extended to 
hand le the addition of new nodes. 
ote that the grid sitting on processor p is given by M;' = M ;' {Fp, Yp, Ep, Cp, Qp}, 
where Fp is t he set of full nodes, Yp is the set of ghost nodes, Ep is the set of edges , Cp 
is the set of algebraic connections and Qp is the neighbour node table associated with 
processor p. See chapter 5 for further detai ls. 
6.2 .1 Ghost Nodes 
Suppos we spli t t he edge (Ni' Nj) and wanted to add t he midpoint Nd E M m+!. Then 
the processor needs to determine if it should add the new node, Nd, as a full node or 
a ghost node. 
If Ni and Nj are both ghost nodes then Nd can not be added to p as a full node. 
Suppose we had t he triangle Ni, j, Nkl shown in fig ure 6.10. It is po sible that i and 
Nj are onnected to a node Nk2 # Nk 1 , which is not in p since the relations are not 
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complete for the ghost nodes. So if Nd is added as a full node it will not be joined to 
Nk2 , thus violating the assumption that the relations for the full nodes are complete. 
~I M ~I M 
Figure 6.10: A full node may not be placed between two ghost nodes. 
If Ni and Nj belong to the set of full nodes for processor p then the new node must 
be added to the full node table. To see why, suppose there was another processor q i p 
which contained a copy of the edge. Then Ni, Nj E 9;' (since F;' n F;' = ¢) which 
implies that the new node will be added as a ghost node to processor q. Since this is 
true for all q i p and since one processors must add the new node to the full node 
table, processor p gets Nd as a full node. 
On the other hand suppose Ni and N j are full nodes on two different processors. 
That is, Ni E Fp and Nj E Fq where p i q. Then Nd can be added as a full node to 
either p or q. We would like to add Nd as a full node to the processor which contains 
the smaller number of full nodes to help keep the load balanced. However , finding the 
processor with the smaller number of nodes is an expensive operation in parallel since it 
involves an all-to-all communication call. So instead of keeping an up-to-date record we 
build a table, called population_table, once at the beginning of the refinement routine. 
The midpoint, Nd, is then added to the processor which contains the minimum value in 
population_table. For example if population_table[p] < population_table[q] then Nd will 
b added to the full node table of processor p. Of course, this table will not be accurate 
sin ce the balance may change during refinement, but it works well on the examples we 
have considered. 
Table 6.1 shows how the population_table helps to balance the load. We split a 
uniform grid across six processors and looked at the number of full nodes per processor 
before and after refinement. We found that after refinement the number of nodes ranged 
from 51 to 67. In table 6.2 we reran the experiment without using population_table and 
found t he range increased to 47 to 79. Note that we also tried updating population_table 
after each new node was added and obtained t he same results given in table 6.l. 
If processors p and q have the same number of full nodes according to popula-
tion_table th n the global I.D. is used. For example, if t he global I.D. of Ni is less 
then the globa l I.D. of Nj then d is added to Fp. We use this approach because it 
giv s a unique way to pick the processors and the information needed is already on the 
processors. 
The following algori thm for finding the processor which should get the full node 
LIS s t he st ps ou t lin din the previous paragraphs. 
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1 Processor 011 213 415 
Before refinement 16 16 17 17 17 17 
First sweep 32 29 34 31 29 26 
Second sweep 64 59 67 62 58 51 
Table 6.1: Number of full nodes per processor if the population_table is used to help 
balance the load. 
1 Processor 011 2 1 3 4 1 5 1 
Before refinement 16 16 17 17 17 17 
First sweep 24 32 39 31 29 26 
Second sweep 47 64 79 62 58 51 
Table 6.2: Number of full nodes per processor if the population_table is not used. In 
this case we used the global LD. to determine where to put the full nodes. 
A lgorithm 6.6 
Processor _N o+-Find_FulLProcessor flo(M m+l, Ni, N j ) 
{ 
} 
if (Ni E Fp) 
Processor _i +-p 
else 
Processor_i +-q such that Ni E Qgp+l (q) 
if (Nj E Fp) 
Processor_j +-p 
else 
Processor_j +-q such that N j E Qgp+l (q) 
if Processor_i = Processor_j 
Processor flo+- Processor_i 
lse 
if population_table[Processor _i] < population_table[Processor -j] 
ProcessoLNo +-Processor_i 
el e if population_table[Processor _j] < popu,lation_table[Processor _i] 
Processor flo+- Processor_j 
else if Ni .globaLid < Nj .globaLid 
Processor _No+- Processor_i 
else Processor flo+- Processor_j 
R call that Q corresponds to the neighbour node table and contains the list of nodes 
shared wit h t he neighbou ring processors. Given the ghost node E 9 , then the value 
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of q such that N E Qg(q) is the processor number which contains the full node copy of 
N . Furthermore since Fp n Fq = ¢ if p =1= q, q is unique. 
We have set up these algorithms to find the position of the full nodes and ghost 
nodes so that the triangles may be split independently across the processors. The 
only communication is an all-to-all call at the beginning of the routine to build pop-
ulation_table. The rest of the information needed to split the triangles is given in the 
neighbour node table and by the definition of ghost nodes and full nodes. 
6.2.2 Neighbour Node Table 
When the midpoint is added to a processor the neighbour node table has to be updated . 
That is , if Nd is added as a ghost node, then the position of the corresponding full node 
has to be recorded. If, instead , Nd is added as a full node then the position of any 
ghost node needs to be recorded. 
If Nd is a ghost node, the algorithm given in 6.6 may be used to find the position 
of the corresponding full node. 
If Nd is a full node we need to find the position of any corresponding ghost node. 
Suppose there is a processor , q, which contains a ghost node copy of Nd. Then , from 
t he definition of ghost nodes, Nd must be joined to some full node in Nk E F q . Which 
in turn implies that Nk must be a ghost node in p (see figure 6.11). So to find the ghost 
node copies of Nd we loop around the ghost nodes in p. The following algorithm goes 
into more detail; 
Algorithm 6.7 
Qm+lf-Add_To_NeighbouLNode_Table(M m+1, " j, d) 
{ 
if (Nd E 9p) 
q f-Find_FuILProcessoLNo(Mm+l, Ni, N j ) 
Qgp+l(q)f-Qgp+l(q) U {Nd} 
else 
for Nk E B(C, Nd) n 9;,+1 
q f-q such that Nk E Qgp+1(q) 
QF:1(q)f-QFp+l(q) U {Nd} 
} 
Taking these changes into account, the SpliLTriangle algorithm for processor p is 
now; 
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Processor p Processor q 
Nd Nk Nd Nk 
·.1-----0 0)------. 
full ghost ghost full 
Figure 6.11: If Nd is joined to a Nk in q then it must be joined to N k in p. 
Algorithm 6.8 
M ID+lf-SpliLTriangle(M ID, M ID+l , T(Ni , N j, Nk\) , T(Ni, j, k2 )) 
{ 
} 
£ ID+lf-£ID +l \ {(Ni, N j )} 
CA'+lf-CA'+l \ {(Ni , N j )} 
qf-FindJ'uILProcessor_No(M ID+l , Ni, N j) 
Ndf- Add_Midpoint( M ID+l , q, Ni, N j) 
£ ID+lf-£ID+l U {(Nd , Ni), (Nd, N j )' (Nd , Nk\) , (Nd, Nk2 )} 
CA'+lf-CA'+l U {(Nd , Ni), (Nd, N j )' (- d, Nk\) , (Nd , Nk2 ) (Nd, Nd)} 
(Ni , NkJ .rejindype = Find-Rejine_Type(Ni, k\ ) 
(Ni, Nk2 )·rejindype = Find_Rejine_Type(Ni, Nk2 ) 
(Nj, NkJ .rejindype = Find-Rejine_Type( j, Nk\ ) 
(Nj , Nk2 ).rejindype = Find-Rejine_Type(N j, Nk2 ) 
{M ID , M ID +l} f- Update-Inter_Grid(MID , M ID+l , Nd) 
gID+l f-Add_To_Neighbour_Node_Table(M m+l , Ni, N j, Nd) 
If q # p then Add_Midpoint adds Nd to g; otherwise Nd is added to F;' . 
6.3 Global I.D. 
The information in the node table, edge table etc. is generally accessed by the node 
I.D . We have to be careful when assigning an I.D . to ensure that it is consistent across 
t he processors. That is, we want eq uivalent ghost and full nodes to have the same I.D . 
We use two node I.D's, a global I.D . for communication and a local I.D. to access 
the tables. The global I.D. is consistent across the processors, however a node may be 
assign d a different local LD . in each processor. We originally used the global LD. to 
store all of the information, but w found that it took up too much space. The size of 
the global I.D. is three times the size of the local LD. By using the local I.D. to store 
the edges etc. we increased the total number of nodes that could fit on one processor 
of t he AP1000 from 14436 to 20515. ote that the total amount of memory available 
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on a single processor is 16 Mbytes. 
The 10ca11.D. is just a co unter. As each nod e is added to the processor t he counter 
is incremented and the new number is assigned to the node. 
The method that we use to find t he global I.D . is very simple in principle , but a 
li ttle more difficult to implement in practise. This section looks at the ideas behind t he 
met hod. 
Let's look at t he one dimensional grid shown in figure 6.12. In level 1 we have added 
four eq ually spaced nodes; node 0, node 1, node 2 and node 3. The next finest level 
has been built by including t he midpoints. The node I.D .'s are assigned to level 2 by 
settin g t he J.D. to 
{ X m+1f-2X?1l if X i E N m , , (6.1) X m+lf-!.(xm+1 + X ?",+l) otherwise. 
, 2 ,+1 ,-1 
0 1 
Level 1 • • • • 
0 1 2 3 
Level 2 • • • • • • • 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Level 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 
Figure 6.12: Example assignment of node I.D 's. 
Note that if Ni is the midpoint of N j and Nk t hen the I.D . of Ni is the midpoint of 
the I.D .'s of Nj and Nk. Since t he I.D . is related t he geometrical coordinates we know 
that they a re unique . Furthermore, if t he original coarse grid is consistent across the 
processors then t he finer levels will also be consistent across t he processors . 
The I.D.s assigned to t he coarse grid are in tegers. The reason for multiplying X i by 
2 if X i E N m is to ensure that the I.D .'s for t he next finest grid can also be represented 
by in tegers . We need to store t he I.D .s as integers to be able to melt the dimension 
together as described in section 6.3.1. 
As another example, consider t he case of linear basis fun ction , and lets assume that 
t he ini t ial coa rse grid has been set up so t hat each node Ni = Ni (X i, Yi) is given a two 
key id (Xi, Yi) where X i ::; X i+l if Xi ::; xi+l , )/; ::; )/;+1 if Yi ::; Yi+ 1 and X i,)/; E Z. 
Then we assign the I.D . to the nod es in the next level by setting 
{ (X?",+1 ym+1)f-2(xm y m) 1. 't ...I 1. , t 
(X?",+l ym+l)f-!.(X~+l + Xm+1 y m + x m+l) , " 2 J ./ k' J ./ k 
if Ni ENm 
if i is t he midpoint of J' k· 
(6.2) 
Thi method can be extended to other basis function s. If we were working wit h, 
say, t he cu bic basis function s t he we would need to add nodes which sit one third of the 
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way along the edge. In this case we would assign the I.D.'s according to the equation, 
{ (xm+l ym+l)f-3(xrn y m) 1. , 1. t , t 
(xm+l ym+l)f-l(xm+l + Xm+l y rn + x m+l) 
t't 3 J k'J k 
if Ni E Nm 
if (Xi, Yi) = ~((Xj, Yj) + (Xk, Yk)). 
6.3 .1 The Implement ation Of The Global LD . 
If we tried to directly implement the method described above, we would run into a few 
problems. The first one is that this is not a dimension less I.D . We should be able to 
access the edges and connections without the need to worry about the dimension of the 
node. Therefore, the I.D. is stored by 'melting ' the dimensions together. For example, 
lets write X i as xi. .. . xi xh (that is Xi = xi. X 101; + ... xi X 10 + xh) and Yi as Yl, ... yfyb. 
Then the I.D. is stored as Yl,xi, ... YfxiYbxh. ote that we have allowed leading zeros 
so we can assume that the length of Xi, is the same as Yi. Therefore if X = 356 and 
y = 47 = 047 then X and Yare combined to give the I.D. 34576. 
The next problems is that it is difficult to multiply the coarse grid I.D.s as shown in 
equation 6.2 (i.e. (Xi+l, Yim+l) f-2 (X[" , r-'r) if Ni E Nm). The program would have 
to make sure that it found and updated all copes of the nodes. Therefore, rather then 
updating the nodes we store the grid level where the node was first created. So the 
I.D.s in the 1D example given in equation 6.1 are stored as 
if Xi E Nm 
otherwise. 
In the case of linear basis functions , the global I.D . described here is similar to the 
one presented by Warren and Salmon in [67]. Warren and Salmon use bit arithmetic 
operations to calculate the I.D. so it is more efficient then our method. However, we 
needed a method that could also handle , say, cubic basis functions so we use a less 
efficient, but more general method . 
6.4 Non-Adaptive Refinement Of Quadrilateral Grids 
The discussion so far has concentrated on the refinement of triangular grids, however the 
newest node bisection method may also be applied to quadrilateral or tetrahedral grids . 
In this section we describe the method used to refine the quadrilateral grids, the next 
section looks at the refinement of tetrahedrons. We only give a high level description 
here since most of the fine detail has been presented in the previous sections . 
As wit h triangular elements, the order of refinement is contro lled by the base edges 
(see fig ure 6.4). That is the refinement of the quadrilateral grids follows the algorithm; 
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Algorithm 6.9 
M m+lf- Whole_Grid_Refinement(M m) 
{ 
} 
M m+l = M m 
InitialiseJnter_Grid_Connections(M m, M m+l) 
do 1 to 2 
£Rf- Build_Base_Edge(£m+l) 
M m+lf-Add_Quadrilateral(M m, M m+l , £R) 
Algorithm 6.10 
M m+ lf-Add_Quadrilateral(M m, M m+l , £R) 
{ 
} 
for (Ni, Nj) E £R 
Rf-Find_Quadrilateral(Mm+I , Ni, Nj) 
M m+ 1 f- SpliLQuadrilateral (M m , M m+ 1 , R) 
The only difference between splitting triangles and quadrilaterals is t he order in 
which the edge table is updated. For example suppose we had t he grid given in figure 
6.13. Then we need to split the quadrilaterals (N4' N 5 , N s, N 7) and (NI' 2, N 5 , N4)' 
ote that both contain t he edge (N4, 5) . If we spli t (N4' 5, s N 7 ) first and replaced 
t he edge (N4' N 5 ) by t he edges ( 4, N lO ) ( 10, 5) we would not be able to find the 
quadrilateral (NI' N 2 , N 5 , N4) by following t he algorithm given in section 6.13. The 
method that we use is to keep t he edge ( 4, N 5 ) until it has been spli t on both sides. 
That is the algori t hm for spli tting a quadrilateral R (Ni, Nj, Nk, Nt) along the edge 
(Ni, Nj) is; 
P 
NlO 
N5 6 4 'N 5 6 
Tl Tl 
~ J,J 
Ns Ns 
Figur 6.13: T he order of refin ement for the quadrilateral grids is controlled by the 
base edg s . 
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Algorithm 6.11 
M m+lf-SpliLQuadrilateral(M m, M m+1, R(Ni, Nj, Nk, NI)) 
{ 
} 
M m+1f-Split Edge(Mm Mm+1 N · N·) 
- , '''' J 
M m+lf-Split Edge(Mm M m+1 N N) 
- , ,k I 
Nd 1 f-Find_Midpoint(M m+1, Ni, Nj) 
Nd2 f-FindMidpoint(M m+1, Nk, NL) 
£m+lf-£m+l U {(N N)} d1 , d2 
C::;'+ lf-C::;'+1 U {(Nd 1 , NdJ U (Nd 1 , k) U (Nd 1 , NI) U (Nd2 , j) U (Nd2 , i)} 
(Nj, Nk) .reJindype = Find_ReJine_Type(Nj, Nk) 
(Ni, NI).reJine_type = Find_ReJine_Type(Ni, NI) 
Qm+l f-A dd_To_Neighbour_Node_Table(M m+l , Ni, Nj, Nd 1 ) 
Qm+l f-Add_Tofleighbour_Node_Table(M m+l , Nk, NI, Nd
2
) 
Algorithm 6.12 
M m+lf-SpliLEdge(Mm, M m+1, Ni, Nj) 
{ 
} 
if Find~idpoint(Mm+l , Ni, Nj) 
£ m+1 f-£ m+1 \ {(Ni, Nj)} 
C::;'+lf-C::;'+l \ {(Ni, Nj)} 
else 
q f-Find-Pu lLProcessorflo(M m+1, i, Nj) 
Nd f-Add_Midpoint(M m+1, q, Ni, j) 
{Mm,Mm+l} f-Update_ InteLGrid(M m, M m+1 , d) 
£m+lf-£m+1 U {(Ni' Nd), (Nj, Nd)} 
C::;'+ l f-C::;'+1 U {(Ni, Nd), (Nj, Nd), (Nd, Nd)} 
if Is_Boundary(M m+l, Ni, Nj)) 
£m+1f-£m+1 \ {(Ni ' Nj )} 
C::;'+l f-C::;'+l \ {(Ni, Nj)} 
6.5 Non-Adaptive Refinement Of Tetrahedral Grids 
In the refin ement of triangu lar grids we spli t the edges which sit opposite t he newest 
node. However, th is statement does not directly a pply to t h t trahedral grids. For 
example, if NI in figure 6.14 is t he newest node then edges (Ni, Nj), (Nk, Nj) and 
(Ni, Nk) a r a ll sitting opposite the newest nod e. Clearly t hey can not a ll be spli t at 
one. T he modification t hat w use is similar the one given by Mitchell in [54]. This 
met hod k ps a record of the current newest node a nd t he pr vious newest nodes. So, 
if nod NI is t he current new st nod a nd k is the previous newest node, we spli t t he 
tetrahedron along the edge (Ni, j). Once t he dge has been split , t he new node, d, 
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N · J 
Figure 6.14: If N/ is the current newest node and Nk is the previous newest node then 
the tetrahedrons are split along the edge (Nil N j). 
Ni 
N · J 
Ni 
N · ,
N · J 
Ni 
Figure 6.15: When t he tetrahedrons ar split the next-base edges are updated to base 
edges and t h other edges are set to next-base edges. Base edges are marked by B 
next-bas s edges are marked by N. 
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becomes the current newest node and N/ becomes the previous newest node. 
As with the triangles, we find it is easier to work with the edges rather then the 
nodes. In this case we use base edges and next-base edges. The base edges are the edges 
which need to be split . The next-base edges are the edges which will be split during 
the next refinement sweep . For example in figure 6.15 (Ni, N j) is the base edge while 
edges (Nj, N/) and (Ni, N/) are the next-base edges. When the tetrahedron is split the 
next-base edges are updated to base edges and the other edges in the tetrahedron are 
changed to next-base edges , see figure 6.15. 
6.6 Example Results 
We shall now focus on examples A.l and A.2 from appendix A. 
I No. of Processors 1/ 16 I 64 I 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No . of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Total (sec) 51.8 54.5 72.7 104.2 
V-scheme (sec) 13.2 15.1 18.4 28.9 
FEM (sec) 22.2 22.7 23.7 24.5 
Refine (sec) 16.0 14.4 15.0 16 .6 
Load (sec) 0.0 3.1 19.6 48.5 
Efficiency (%) 94 70 48 
o. of Processors II 2 8 32 I 128 I 
No. of Levels 7 8 9 10 
No. of Nodes 16641 66049 263169 1050625 
Total (sec) 123.4 135.4 164.6 221.9 
V-scheme (sec) 31.7 35.0 49.4 64.2 
FEM (sec) 44.9 46.5 39.8 42.1 
Refine (sec) 45.3 42.1 48.9 53.4 
Load (sec) 2.3 20 .1 40.6 105.9 
Efficiency (%) 90 74 55 
Table 6.3: Th efficiency of solving example A.1. 
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show t he total times taken to refine the grids to the given number 
of levels and t hen apply two iterations of the V-scheme. Each Iteration consists of two 
pre and two post smoot hing steps. Our smoother is t he Jacobi method. Tables 6.3 
and 6.4 s how t he number of nodes in the finest grid level. The efficiency results were 
calcul at d by using equation 4.2. 
The time has been broken up into the four major modules; FEM, V-scheme, Refine 
and Load. The FEM modu le calcu lates the stiffness matrix. The V-scheme module 
solves the system of quations. The R fine module refines the grid and the Load module 
balan s t he load . 
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I No. of Processors II 1 16 64 I 
No. of Levels 5 6 7 8 
No. of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Total (sec) 61.0 64.3 81.7 129.0 
V-scheme (sec) 13.0 15.2 20.1 42.3 
FEM (sec) 31.5 32.0 34.6 30.2 
Refine (sec) 16.1 14.6 14.6 11.0 
Load (sec) 0.0 3.3 19.0 67.9 
Efficiency (%) 93 73 46 
o. of Processors II 2 81 32 I 12 
No . of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Nodes 16641 66049 263169 1050625 
Total (sec) 143.0 151.0 210.7 241.2 
V-scheme (sec) 32.6 38.2 51.2 68.6 
FEM (sec) 63.2 67 .0 66.4 57.1 
Refine (sec) 46.0 41.8 42.4 51.0 
Load (sec) 4.6 17.1 74.4 96.9 
Efficiency (%) 94 67 58 
Table 6.4: The efficiency of solving example A.2. 
otice that the times in tables 6.3 and 6.4 are the maximum time taken by each 
processor to execute the routine. Consequently the time for each module may not 
add up to the total time. For example, processor 1 may spend 60 seconds in the FEM 
routine and 5 seconds in the Load routines. Where as processor 2 may spend 10 seconds 
in t he FEM routine and 50 seconds in the Load routine. Therefore the total time will 
be 65 seconds, but the time recorded for the FEM and Load routines will be 60 and 50 
seconds respectively. 
We have already talked about the FEM and V-scheme modules in sections 4.5 and 
5.5 . We shall now focus on the refinement module. In table 6.5 and 6.6 we have 
xt racted t he time taken to refine the grids. 
The efficiency for t he refinement routine is high. By exploiting the relationship be-
tween t he ghost nodes and full nodes we were able to refine the grids in parallel without 
any communication (except for the all-to-all call needed to build population_table) . We 
are getting efficiency results greater t hen 100% because the size of the grids decreases 
slightly as we in crease t he number of processors. Therefore the time taken to access 
t he information in t he data structure decr ases. 
Lets return to t he total t imes given in tables 6.3 and 6.4. The efficiency decreases 
as we increase t he number of processors. However we can see from the t imes for the 
Load module that most of t he increased cost comes from spread ing the gr ids across 
t he pro ssors. The ini t ial coarse grid for xample A.l only contains four nodes. fter 
each it ration we try to spread t he grid out to fill up as many processors as possible. 
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I No. of Processors II 1 16 I 64 I 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Time (sec) 16.0 14.4 15.0 16 .6 
Efficiency (%) 109 104 94 
I No. of Processors II 2 32 I 128 I 
No. of Levels 7 8 9 10 
No . of Nodes 16641 66049 263169 1050625 
Time (sec) 45.3 42.1 48.9 53.4 
Efficiency (%) 107 91 83 
Table 6.5: The efficiency of refining the grid of example A.1. 
o. of Processors II 16 I 64 I 
No. of Levels 5 6 7 8 
No. of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Time (sec) 16.1 14.6 14.6 11.0 
Efficiency (%) 109 108 142 
I No. of Processors II 2 I 81 32 I 128 I 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Nodes 16641 66049 263169 1050625 
Refine (sec) 46 .0 41.8 42.4 51.0 
Efficiency (%) 109 107 89 
Table 6.6: The efficiency of refining the grid of example A.2. 
However , if we consider the 64 processor case, we need to refine seven times before we 
have enough nodes to fill up the processors. The cost of spreading the grid out is a one 
off cost. When there are enough nodes to fill up the processors the efficiency increases 
markedly. To verify th is statement, we tried increasing the size of the coarse grid as 
we increased t he number of processors. Table 6.7 gives the results. 
In fut ure versions of the program we intend to add routines to handle t ime dependent 
problems as we feel that our program is well sui ted to such problems. We wou ld have 
to pay the ini t ial cost of spreading the grid across the processors on the first time step, 
however, t his cost does not occur in any subsequent time steps. The load may need to 
be fe-balanced after several time steps, but as table 6.7 shows, this i a relatively small 
cost. 
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\ No. of Processors \I 1 4\ 16 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Fine Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
No . of Coarse Nodes 81 289 1089 4225 
Total (sec) 51.0 50.9 54.5 56.7 
V-scheme (sec) 12.9 14.3 16.4 17.3 
FEM (sec) 22.1 22.7 23.9 24.4 
Refine (sec) 15.6 12.7 11.2 12.3 
Load (sec) 0.0 1.3 5.5 6.3 
Efficiency (%) 99 91 88 
Table 6.7: The efficiency of solving example A.1 if the coarse grid size is increased. 
6.6.1 Placement Of Base E dges 
The user is required to mark the positions of the base edges on the initial coarse grid. 
In this chapter we showed that if the triangles are split along these edges then the 
triangles in the resulting grid are similar. What is not so clear is that the initial choice 
of these base edges severely effects the shape of the resulting grid. For example suppose 
we had the grid shown in figure 6.16 with the base edge marked by B. The resulting 
grid after refinement contains right angle triangle. If instead we used the base edges 
show in figure 6.17 then the grid will contain obtuse triangles. 
Figure 6.16: Example placement of base edges. If the edge marked by a B is a base 
edge then the resulting grid contains right angle triangles. 
F igure 6.17: Example placement of base edges . If the edge marked by a B is a base 
edge then the resu lting grid will contain obtuse triangles. 
Choosing t he appropriate position of the initial base edges is even more complicated 
for the tetrahedrons. We have a refinement algorithm working in the s rial case. The 
initial base edge chosen for the grid in figure A.3 was the front left edge. 
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Adaptive Refinement of 
Triangular Grids 
In chapter 6 we presented the routines used to construct a sequence of grids by refining 
over the whole domain. This chapter builds on those routines to implement adaptive 
refinement for triangular grids. 
The aim of adaptive refinement is to only refine where the extra information is 
needed. The method we use to find the refinement regions is similar to Mitchell's 
([54], [55] and [56]) and Rude's ([62]) error indicator. With this error indicator, the 
grid is refined in those areas where the coarse grid solution does not give a good 
approximation on the fine grid. That is, we refine in the areas where the current 
coarse grid approximation gives a large residual on the fine grid. For example, consider 
the problem of Poisson 's equation on an L shaped domain described in section B.1. 
Figure 7.2 shows the error if we refi ne over the whole domain for 3 levels (the grid is 
given in figure 7.1) otice that the error are largest around the reentrant corner (0, 
0). Figure 7.3 shows the error after an extra level of refinement. The errors around 
the (0, 0) corner have improved , however there has not been much change elsewhere. 
Consequently, refining the grid outside of the region around the (0, 0) does not improve 
the current estimate and reduces the program 's efficiency. Figure 7.4 shows the grid 
we get if w use the error indicator to determine the regions of refinement. 
During adaptive refinement it may be necessary to refine some of the neighbouring 
triangles to keep the angles bou nded away from ° and 1['. The method that we use 
is similar to the method de cribed by Mitchell. However , Mitchell's algorithm was 
developed for a serial machin e and on ly works on one triangle at a time. We have 
developed a parallel version by introducing interface-base edge. Interface-base edges 
a re edges which sit between two different levels of refinement. For example, suppose 
we wanted to sp li t the triangle in figure 7.5 along the interface-base edge 11. In this 
case we must spli t the base edge B7 first to give the grid shown in figure 7.6. otice 
that t he int rface-base edge 11 has been updated to the base edge B1. The edge B1 is 
now split to giv the final grid shown in figure 7.7. Section 7.1 d scribe interface-base 
edges in fu rther detail. 
In th parallel implementation we have two contrad ictory goals. On one hand the 
triangles n d to be refined in a certain order to keep the angles bounded away from 
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Figure 7.1: Resulting grid after three levels of whole grid refinement of the L-shaped 
domain. Section B.l shows the initi al coarse grid. 
" -, 
Figure 7 .2: Error aft r three levels of whole g rid refinem ent of th L-shaped domain, 
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Figure 7.3: Error after four levels of whole grid refi nement of the L-shaped domain. 
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Figure 7.4: Res ulting grid if it is only refin ed in t hose regions where the fin e and coarse 
grid solution differ. There regions were found by using the error indicator. 
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Figure 7.5: Example t ri angulation with in terface-base edges I1 and 12 and base edges 
B3 , B4, B5, B6 and B7. The base edge B7, should be refined before the interface-base 
edge II. 
Fig ure 7.6: Res ult of splitting base edge B7. ote that t he in terface-base edge I1 has 
been upd ated to a base edge, B1. 
B 2 
Figure 7.7: The edge Bl i now split to give t he fin a l g rid. 
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o an 7r. On the other hand we want the processors to split the triangles independently 
to keep the efficiency high. The compromise is to refine those triangles sitting in the 
centre of the processor independently and use communication to keep the correct order 
of refinement for the triangles sitting on the boundary. See section 7.2 for a description 
of the parallel implementation. Section 7.3 looks at the examples of adaptive refinement 
given in section B.l. 
7.1 Adaptive Refinement Algorithm 
W hen refining t he triangles we may have to split some of the neighbouring triangles 
first to keep the grids compatibly divisible. A triangle is compatibly divisible if only 
one of its vertices is a newest node. For example, in figure 7.8 edge I is not compatibly 
divisible since two of its vertices are newest nodes. If the edge was split as in grid a , 
we may get long thin triangles. However, if edge B is split first as in grid b, the angles 
are bounded away from 0 and 7r. 
a b 
Figure 7.: eighbouring triangles are refined first as in gr id b to keep the grid com-
patibly divisible. This avoids the long thin triangles shown in grid a. 
To keep track of wh ich neighbouring triangles need to be refined we use interface-
base edge. Interface-base edges are edges which sit between two different levels of 
refinement. 
It may be necessary to refine several neighbouring triangles. For example, if we 
wanted to spli t the edge I16 in figure 7.7, we must first ly split edges B5 and 18. 
A high level algorithm for the serial implementation is; 
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A lgorithm 7.1 
M m+l +-Adaptive_Rejinement(Mm, M m+l , tolerance) 
{ 
M m+l +- M m 
{M m, M m+l} +-InitJnter_Grid_Connection(Mm, M m+l) 
highesLerror _indicator +-FindJfighesLErroLIndicator( M m+ 1 ) 
while highesLerror _indicator> tolerance 
} 
[H +- BuildJfigh_Table(Mm+l, tolerance) 
M m+l +- Add_Triangle (M m, M m+l , [H) 
M m+1 +- Calculate_Error_Indicator( M m+ l) 
highesLerror_indicator +-FindJfighesLError _Indicator( M m+ l) 
IniLInter _Grid_Connection 
The InitJnter_Grid_ Connection routine ini t ialises t he inter-grid conn ections (see algo-
rithm 6.1). 
Find_HighesLError _Indicator 
The error indicator measures how well t he coarse grid approximates t he solu t ion on 
the fine grid. Section 7.1.2 goes into more detail, but for now we would like to point 
out t hat each base and in terface-base edge is assigned an error indicator. The adaptive 
refinement routine essentially searches t hrough the grid and splits the triangles along 
the edges with high error indicators. 
Find_HighesLErrorJndicator just loops t hrough the base and interface-base edges 
to find the highest error indicator. 
Build_High_ Table 
Build_High_Table builds a table of edges whose error indicator is higher t hen t he current 
tolerance. That is , the algorithm for Build_High_Table is; 
Algorithm 7.2 
[H +- Build_High_Table(M m+l, tolerance) 
{ 
} 
[H = ¢ 
for E E [ m+ l 
if (E .rejindype = base_type) V (E .rejindype = interfa ce_base_type) 
if E. error_indicator > tolerance 
[H +- [H U {E} 
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Add_Triangle 
The main difference between the Add_Triangle routine shown here and the one used for 
whole grid refinement is that some of the neighbouring triangles also need to be refined 
to keep the angles bounded away from 0 and 7r. To do this the algorithm firstly loops 
through the grid and builds a table of all of the edges that need to be split (ie. the ones 
with high error indicators and their neighbouring edges). So, in the example in figure 
7.5, both the edges 11 and B7 are added to the table of split edges. The edges given in 
the table are then refined in the correct order by splitting the base edges followed by 
the interface-base edges . The Add_Triangle routine is; 
A lgorithm 7.3 
Mm+l f-Add_Triangle(Mm, Mm+!, £H) 
{ 
} 
£ s f- Build_SpliL Table ( M m+ 1 , £ H ) 
while £s =1= ¢ 
{Mm+!, £s} f-Add_Triangle(Mm, Mm+! , £s) 
A lgorit hm 7.4 
{Mm+l, £s} f-Add_Triangle(Mm, Mm+! , £s) 
{ 
} 
£B = £[ = ¢ 
for E E £s 
if E. rejindype = base_type 
£B f- £B U {E} 
else 
£[ f- £[ U {E} 
for (Ni , Nj) E £B 
T f- Find_Triangle(Mm+!, N i , N j ) 
Mm+! f- SpliLTriangle(Mm , Mm+l, T) 
£sf-£[ 
Find_Triangl 
Find_Triangle is t he same as algorithm 6.3. 
SpliLTriangle 
The SpliLTriangle routine is sim ilar to the one used for non-adaptive refinement. The 
only difference is the need to update the interface-base edges. As a triangle is split, the 
refinement type for the neighbouring triangles is updated to base type. For example , 
as the edge B7 in figure 7.5 is split the dge II is updated to a base edge as in figure 
7.6. 
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The algorithm for SpliLTriangle is; 
Algorithm 7.5 
M m+1 t- SpliLTriangle(M m, M m+1, T(Ni, Nj, N k1 ), T(Ni, Nj, NkJ) { 
} 
[m+l t- [m+1 \ {(Ni' Nj)} 
C;(+1 t- C;(+1 \ {(Ni' Nj)} 
Nd t- Add_Midpoint(Mm+1 , Ni, Nj} 
[m+l t- [ m+l U {(Nd' Ni), (Nd, Nj), (Nd, Nk1), (Nd, Nk2)} 
C;(+l t- C;(+1 U {(Nd , Ni), (Nd, Nj), (Nd, Nk1 ), (Nd, Nk2), (Nd, Nd)} (Ni' Nkl)' rejine_type = Find_Rejine_Type(Ni' N k1 ) 
(Ni, Nk2)·rejindype = Find_Rejine_Type(Ni, Nk2) 
(Nj , Nkl)·rejine_type = Find-Rejine_Type(Nj, Nk) 
(Nj, Nk2) .rejindype = Find-Rejine_Type(Nj, N k2 ) 
Qm+1 t-Update-Inter_Grid(Mm, M m+ l , d) 
Update-Inter_Grid 
Update_Inter_Grid updates the inter-grid co nnections. Since each triangle may be re-
fined several t imes we can not just set the interpolated value of the midpoint to be the 
average of the two endpoin ts. Instead, the restriction connections are followed down to 
the coarse g rid. Section 7.1.1 goes into more detail. 
Find_Rejine_ Type 
The Find_Rejine_Type routine finds the refinement type of the neighbouring edges. Its 
algorithm is; 
Algorithm 7.6 
rejindyp t- Find_RejinemenLTyp (M m+ l, Ni, N j) { 
} 
if (Ni, Nj) .boundary = true 
r fine _type t- base_type 
ls if (Ni, Nj) . rejine_type = interface_base_type 
rejine_type t- base_typ 
el e 
Build_SpliLTable 
We st ill hav not explained how the table of spli t edges is built. This a recursive routine 
which fo llows th interface-base edg s down the r finement levels until it reaches a base 
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edge. For example, if we tried to find the neighbouring edges which need to be spli t 
before 13 in figure 7.9 the algorithm would find 14 and then Bl. 
Algorithm 7.7 
£s f- BUild_SpliLTable (/vt m+1, £H) 
{ 
for (Ni' Nj) E £H 
} 
£s f- Build_SpliLEdges(/vt m+l , N i , N j) 
Algorithm 7.8 
£s f- Build_SpliLEdges(/vt m+1 , Ni, Nj) 
{ 
} 
£s f- £s U {(Ni, Nj)} 
if (Ni, N j ) . refine_type = interfa ce_base_type 
for Nk E B(£ , i) 
if JsSpliLEdge(Ni' Nk) 
£s f- Build_SpliLEdges(/vt m+l, Ni, Nk) 
for Nk E B(£ , N j ) 
if Js_SpliLEdge(Nj, Nk) 
£s f- Build_SpliLEdges(/vt m+1, N j , Nk) 
Figure 7.9 : Build _Split-Edges follows the interface-edges down the coarse triangles until 
it reaches a base edge. 
Js_SpliLEdge 
The routine JsSpliLEdge checks to see if the edge is an edge of a neighbouring triangle 
which needs to be spli t. That is, it ch cks if the edge is an interface-base or base edge 
of a neighbouring coarse triangle. For xample, if ( i, j) is 11 in figure 7.9, then 12 is 
a split edge. 
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7.1.1 Inter-Grid Connections 
In adaptive refinement , a single triangle may be refined several t im es, so we can not 
simply set the interpolated value of a midpoint to be the average of the two endpoints. 
For example, the node Nd in figure 7.10 is the midpoint of Ne and N f . However, neither 
of these points sit on the coarse grid so it does not make sense to define the interpolation 
connection to be (Nd'+l, N;'+l) = ~ . Instead we follow the restriction connections 
down to t he coarse grid as shown in figure 7.11. Therefore the interpolation connections 
from the coarse grid to Nd are (Nm Nm+l) = 1 (Nm Nm+l) - 1 and (Nm Nm+l) _ 
a'd 4' b' d -4 c'd -~. Since the restriction operator is defi ned to be the transpose of the interpolation 
operator, the restriction connections are (Nd'+l, N;::) = i, (Nd'+l, NT:') = i and 
(Nm+l Nm) - 1 d , c - 2' 
N 
a 
N 
a 
N-~- ----~----~-----------7 b 
Nb ----------- -----------
Figure 7.10: Example inter-grid connections for adaptive refinement. 
7.1.2 Error Indicator 
T he program id entifi es which t ri angles to rfine by comparing how well the coarse grid 
a pproxim ates t he solu tion on the 'fine grid. Those areas not well approximated by the 
coarse g rid values a re refined further. 
Each base and interface-base edge is assigned an error indicator which is eq ual to a 
weighted residu al calcul ated at the midpoint. That is if Nd is the midpoint of an edge, 
then t he error indicato r assigned to that edge is, 
(7.1) 
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Figure 7.11: The interpolation connections are defined by following the rest riction 
connections down to the coarse grid. 
where 
The error indicator used here i similar to the error indicator described by Mitchell 
( [54], [55] and [56]) and to t he one used by Rude ([62]). 
The algorithm for calculating the error indicator is; 
Algorithm 7.9 
M m +1 f- Calculate_Error-Indicator(j\l( m+l) 
{ 
} 
for (Ni, Nj) E M m +1 
if (( Ni, Nj) .refin _type = base_type) 1\ 
(( N i , Nj) . refine_type = interface_base_type) 
T f-Find_Error_Triangl (Mm+l, i, J j) 
M m+ l f- Calculat -E7Tor-Indicator( \l( m+l T) 
Calculate_Error-Indicator(M m+1 , T) implements eq uation 7.1. 
Find_Error _ Triangl 
If the edge (Ni, N j ) is a base edge, then Find-Error_Tl'iangle i eq uivalent to the 
Find_Triangle algorithm. If the edge (Ni, Nj) is an interface-base edge then there is 
a neighbouring triangle which needs to be split before the errol' can be calculated. 
For exampl , if we had the triangle pail' ( i, N j, k l ) ( i, j, k2 ) in figure 7.12, 
Find_Error_Triangle would ret urn ( i j, Tk l ), ( i, j, kJ. 
As wit h t he calcu lation of the stif[nes matrix a ll of th information needed to 
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calc ulate the error indicator is sittin g on each processor, so the error indicator may be 
calcu lated in parallel without the need to do any commun ication. 
The tolerance value used in algorithm 7.1 is halved for each new grid level. In other 
words, adding another grid level will reduce the maximum error indicator by a half. 
7 .1.3 Bisection v's Quadrasection 
We are often asked why we use the bisection method rather then the usual quadrasec-
tion method. Many of the reasons re t on Mitchell's paper [55]. In this paper Mitchell 
compared several methods including quadra ection (regular division), longest edge bi-
section , newe t nod e bisection and hybrid bisection. He found that they all performed 
essentially the same on his sample problems . I-Ience we opted for t he simpler method, 
newest node bisection. 
Another reason is that when u ing th quadrasection method on adaptive grids , 
green edges are often needed to keep the grid conformal. This means that the program 
has to decide where to put the green edges and it has to clean them up before the 
next refinement sweep . ' IVe could u e slave nodes instead, but this gives a sequence of 
triangles which are not nes ted. 
The bisect ion method also fits nicely into our parallel data struct ure. In chapter 
6 we talked about the need to updat th com munication pattern during refinement. 
Recall that algor ithm 6.7 s howed that to update the full neighbour node table the 
following steps a re used: 
ow, in ce we are using the bisection m thod the li ne 
qf--q su h thaI k E Qgp+l (q) 
makes sens . Each new node i on ly join d to a node from the coarse grid (compare 
figure 6.4 and 6.5), therefor Nk E 91':' which implies there exits q such that k E 
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Q~(q). Furthermore, since Qgp(q) C Qgp+l(q) , there exists q s uch that Nk E Qg:,+l(q) . 
If we used the q uadrasection method then Nk may not be in the coarse grid, so we will 
not be able to find q by using th is method. 
We are not claiming that the bisection method is always better then the quadra-
section method. For example, Mitchell showed that the quadrasection method works 
better on equilateral triangles, where as the bisection method works better on isoceles 
right angle triangles . However , we have decided to use the bisection method for the 
reasons given above and one other important factor. There is a natural extension for 
the bisection method from the 2 dimensional case to the three dimensional case [4] and 
[54]. 
7.2 Parallel Implementation 
Most of the changes in the parallel implementation occur in Add_Triangle. The other 
main routines , B-uild_High_Table and CalculateJ)rror_Indicator may be implemented in 
parallel without any changes. 
The difficulty with Add_Triangle is that we may need to refine triangles sitting on 
different processors . For example, if we wanted to split I2 in processor 1 in figure 
7.13 then I2, I3 and B1 in processor 2 need to be split first. The parallel version of 
Add_ Triangle is; 
Algorithm 7.10 
M m+ l t- Add_Triangle(Mm, M m+l, £H) 
{ 
} 
£5 t- £H 
while £5 =I ¢ 
£5 t- Build_SpliL Table (M m+ 1 , £ H) 
S end_Table (£5) 
M t-Add_Triangle(Mm, Mm+l, £5, £B , £1) 
£5 = £1 
£N t- GeLTable() 
for E E £N 
if E rf. £5 
£5 t- £5 U {E} 
else if E. refindype = base_type 
£5.E . refine_type = base_type 
Build_SpliLTable 
Build_SpliLTable finds all of the split edges sitting in the current processor. So, if 
£H = {Il} in figure 7.13, then the first iteration of the loop wi ll give £5 ={Il, 12} for 
processor 1. 
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EN is used to pass the information between the processors. That is, EN lets processor 
2 know that 12 needs to be split. 
Note that on the second iteration of the loop Build_SpliLTable will give Es ={I1 , 
12} for processor 1 and Es ={I2, 13, B1} for processor 2. In which case processor 2 may 
spli t the edges B1 and 13. As 13 is split , the edge 12 is updated to a base edge. That 
information is then sent across to processor 1 through EN. Processor 1 may now finish 
off by splitting 12 and then II. 
Processor 1 Processor 2 
Figure 7.13: The edges B1, 13 and 12 in processor 2 need to be split before edges 12 
and 11 in processor 1. 
7.3 Results 
We shall now look at the refinement of the L-shaped domain in B.1 and the unit square 
in B.2. 
Table 7.1 and 7.2 show the time taken to refine the grids to the given number of 
levels. Before refin ing each level we obtained t he current estimate by calling the V-
scheme fo u r times with 1 pre and 1 post smoother. We used the Jacobi rou tine in the 
smoothing step. 
The time has been broken up into the four major modules; FEM, V-scheme, Refine 
and Load. The FEM module calculates the stiffness matrix. The V-scheme module 
solves the system of equations. The Refine module refines the grid and the Load module 
balances the load. A discussion on the FEM and V-scheme modules is given in sections 
4 .5 and 5.5 respectively. 
Many of t he comments that we made in section 6.6 apply here. The efficiency drops 
off for large number of processors. However, it is very difficult to get high efficiency 
results for t hese examples, the initial coarse grid for example B.1 only contains eight 
nod es. A large part of t he cost is spr ading the grid out across the processors after 
each level of refinement. 
Consider the t im es for 2 and 8 processors in table 7.1. The times for the V-scheme 
and FEM modules have scaled well. We rebalance t he load after each level of refinement 
before calling t hese modules. The t ime for the refinement module did not scale as well. 
We loose t he load balance during refinement , so a few processors end up with most 
of the work. We are looking at ways to try to balance the load before refinement to 
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take this into account. That is, we want to move the nodes out the processors which 
contain nodes near the reentrant corner so that the load will be more evenly balanced 
after refinement. 
I No. of Processors II 1 I 16 I 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Total (sec) 36.9 65.8 106.1 224.3 
Refine (sec) 23.0 41.3 71.2 156.6 
V-scheme (sec) 8.8 12.9 18.9 36.0 
FEM (sec) 5.0 5.7 5.6 6.1 
Load (sec) 0.0 7.5 15.1 40.9 
Efficiency (%) 83 51 24 
I No. of Processors II 2 I 32 I 128 I 
No. of Levels 7 8 9 10 
No. of Nodes 16641 66049 263169 1050625 
Total (sec) 90.6 144.8 236.0 464.0 
Refine (sec) 57.2 92.6 156.5 339.0 
V-scheme (sec) 21.8 29.8 45.1 65.4 
FEM (sec) 10.0 13.8 11.4 14.6 
Load (sec) 1.5 14.8 35.2 58.7 
Efficiency (%) 62 38 19 
Table 7.1: The efficiency of solving an adaptive example B.1. 
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I No. of Processors II 1 I 16 I 
No. of Levels 6 7 8 9 
No. of Nodes 4225 16641 66049 263169 
Total (sec) 54.6 96.5 141.0 315.3 
Refine (sec) 30.9 55.5 84.5 189.0 
V-scheme (sec) 13.9 21.6 27.0 77.0 
FEM (sec) 9.7 9.6 15.1 10.9 
Load (sec) 0.0 13.5 25.3 61.5 
Efficiency (%) 52 32 14 
I No. of Processors II 2 I 12 I 
No. of Levels 7 8 9 10 
No . of Nodes 16641 66049 263169 1050625 
Total (sec) 151.7 246.8 387.6 -
Refine (sec) 78.4 121.2 216.9 -
V-scheme (sec) 38.8 48.0 69.6 -
FEM (sec) 23.8 19.4 41.4 -
Load (sec) 15.2 68.2 95.0 -
Efficiency (%) 56 36 -
Table 7.2: The efficiency of solving an adaptive example B.2. The results are missing 
for 12 processors because we ran out of memory. 
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Load Balancing 
In chapter 7 we showed how to adaptively refine a grid. Naturally, the resulting grid is 
not evenly dist ributed across t he processors. In this chapter we show how to re-balance 
the load to get a more even distribution. 
We shall start our discussion with a few examples. 
Consider the refin ement of the L-shaped domain shown in B.l. There is a singularity 
at the re-entrant corner so most of the new nodes are added to the processors which 
sit a round that corner. Table 8.1 shows that this severely effects t he load balance. If 
the load is not re-balanced a small number of the processor will end- up with most of 
the work which is a waste of resources and reduces the programs efficiency. 
I Level II 
Processor Number 
2 1 7 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 4 3 2 2 3 2 2 1 
2 7 13 2 2 7 4 3 1 
3 17 30 14 10 22 13 9 2 
4 94 109 60 42 77 51 31 28 
5 306 353 253 168 280 190 127 101 
Table 8.1: Number of nodes per processor after adaptive refi nement of the L-shaped 
domain without load bala ncing. Level 0 i the initi al coarse grid . 
Table 8.2 shows that the load may also need to be re-balanced after non-ada ptive 
refi nement. Wh n a new nod e is added to t he interior of the processor it is added as 
a full node. When t hey a re added to the boundary, the program has to decide which 
processor will get the new nod e as a fu ll node and which one wi ll get it as a ghost 
node. We try to add them in s uch a way as to keep t he load balanced (see section 
6.2.1), however the res ul ts for processor in table 8.2 implys that t his does not always 
work. The processor which has most of the full nodes before refinement tends to get 
most of t he full nodes added during refin ement. Gen rally speaking, t here are more 
nodes in the in terior of the processor than the boundary, so using t he boundary nodes 
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to balance the load may not be enough. 
I Level II 
Processor umber 
6 1 7 8 
0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 
1 12 10 12 10 12 10 8 7 
2 36 36 43 41 38 34 33 28 
3 144 141 140 136 146 136 134 112 
4 509 522 598 598 521 489 547 444 
5 2060 2083 2288 2230 2142 1997 2049 1792 
6 8288 8319 8862 8684 8520 8070 8138 7168 
Table 8.2: Number of nodes per processor after non-adaptive refinement of a square 
domain withou t load balancing. 
To re-balance the load we let the nodes 'flow' out of the processors with too many 
nodes into the processors which do not have enough. By 'flow' we mean that the nodes 
follow the relations (edges/connections) between neighbouring processors. 
The method we use consists of the following four major steps; 
1. Balance the number of nodes. 
2. Pick the nodes to be moved. 
3. Pick the processor. 
4. Move the nodes . 
The first step is to determine how many nodes should be moved in order to re-
balance the load. This is an optimisation problem in its own right. We use a simple 
heuristic algorithm which pushes nodes ou t of the processors with a greater then average 
number of nodes and pulls them into the processors with less than average number of 
nodes. For example, in figure .1 processo r 1 has 9 nod es while processors 2 and 3 only 
have 3 nodes. We would like to re-balance the load so there are (9+3+3)/3 = 5 nodes 
in each processor. To do this we could move 5-3 = 2 nodes from processor 1 to process 
2 and 2 nodes from processor 1 to processo r 3. 
The next step is to pick which nodes need to be moved . The main focus here is to 
pick t he nodes so that the grid is not split up into lots of little segments. For example, 
if we moved nodes NI and Nd from processor 1 to processo r 3 an d Nb and Ne from 
processor 1 to processor 2 in figure .1 , then node Na would no longer be joined to any 
ot her fu II node in processo r 1. The ratio of ghost nodes to fu II nodes for small grid 
segments is high so they increase the amount of communication to computation. 
The nodes t hat we pick a re those nod s not connect d to many other full nodes. 
So in ·fi gure 8.1, Na is more lik ly to be picked than lVI, since Na is on ly connected to 
t ine full nodes, while NI is connected to five. ote that each node is connected to 
its If, hence we COli n t th ree con n ctions for a instead of two . 
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Ng a,-- ___ .a N; 
Ne Nb Nm 
..... ----_ ................ . 
/Y.c .. ........... . . 
Processor 1 
N;·· ~· ----------hlk 
Processor 3 
Figure 8.1: Example load distribution. The solid lines sit between two full nodes in the 
given processor. The dotted lines show the edge shared between two or more processors. 
To re-balance the load we need to pick two nodes to be moved from processor 1 to 
processor 2 and two nodes to be moved from processor 1 to processor 3. 
The Kern ighan-Lin method is used to determine which proces or the nodes should 
be moved to. T he method assigns each node a preference value which compares the 
number of connections in the neighbouring processors. In figure .1 a may be moved 
to eith r processor 2 or processor 3. By the Kernighan-Lin method , a is assigned a 
higher preference value for processo r 3 since it is connected to two nodes in processor 
3 and on ly 1 node in processo r 2. 
The final step is to actually move the nodes. In this step we have to be careful to 
change the data dependencies correctly. When a full node is moved, the ghost nodes 
have to be told where it is moving to so that they know wh re to get their updates 
from. For example if Na in figure .1 is moved to processor 3 then the neighbour node 
table in processor 2 has to be changed so that the ghost nod will get its updated 
values from processor 3, not processor 1. The method that we use is to make a record 
of intended movements , communicate that record and then mov the nodes. 
F igu r .2 shows the grid from figure .1 after the load has been re-balanced . 
The most expensive part of the algorithm is actually moving the nodes (step 4). 
T his is mainly due to the cost of flattening the data structure b fore it may be sent 
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Ng Ac- ---.. Ni 
Ne Nb Nm 
.. . .............. 6-''------& 
Processo r 2 
Processor 1 
Processor 3 
Figure .2: Balanced distribu tion. To re-balance the load we moved b and c from 
processor 1 to processor 2 and a and d from processor 1 to processor 3. 
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across to the neighbouring processors. Step 2 and 3 of the algorithm do not use any 
communication, a ll of the information they need is already sit t ing on t he processors. 
There is so me communication is step 1, but we have found that th cost is negligible 
(see section 8.5) . 
The method used here is not the most sophisticated method available. There is a 
large selection of optimisation methods which are more likely to give a better distribu-
tion. These methods include the spect ral bisection method , simulated annealing and 
genetic algorithms. Our approach provides a light weight method that gives reasonable 
results in our adaptive situation . It is not worth the effort of getting a distribut ion that 
is close to optimal when we will loose the balance the next time the refinement method 
is called. Note that the other methods mentioned above will only replace steps 1, 2 
and 3 in our algorithm. They will not remove the cost of moving the nodes. However 
some of these algorithm will have higher computation and communication costs. 
We have split our description up in to five sections. The first four sections explains 
the load balancing steps in more detail. The last section gives some example results. 
8.1 Balance The Number Of Nodes 
The first step is to determine how many nodes should be moved to balance the load . 
For example, if there were 4 processors and the number of nodes in each processor were 
20, 5, 5, and 2 (as in figure .3) then we wo uld like to redistribute t he load so t hat 
there is roughly 8 nodes per processor. Such a distribution may be obtained by moving 
3 nodes form processor 2 to processor 4, 3 nodes from processor 3 to processor 4 and 6 
nodes from processor 1 to both processor 2 and processor 3. 
1) 2) 
20 6 5 
3 
3 
Figure 8.3 : Example movement of nodes. 
The program currently balances on t he number of full nodes. That is, it tries to 
get an equal number of full nodes in each processor. We cho e t his app roach because 
most of the computations a re done on the full nod es. The V-scheme and finite element 
routines, for example, loop over the full nodes and apply the appropri ate updates. 
Before describing the algorit hm w would like to point out t hat t he nod es are on ly 
moved between neighbouring processors . eig hbouring proces or a re processors which 
contain a cor responding ghost or full nod e. For example, the neighbouring nodes for 
processor 6 in figure 8.4 are processor 1,2 and 4. The neighbouring proce sors are not 
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the processors physically located next to one another on the target machine. 
[] 
Figure 8.4: The neighbours for processor 6 are processor 1, 2 and 4. 
To determine how many nodes should be moved, we use the heuristic approach 
given in algorithm 8.1. This algorithm is crude, but it is quick and gives 'good enough' 
results . 
The a lgorithm used to find how many nodes should be moved is; 
Algorithm 8.1 
movement f- Find_Movement ( M n, population_table) 
{ 
} 
N f-Mean(population_table} 
balance_table f- population_table -
i f-O 
while Max(balance_table} > Min(balance_table} A i <max_no_loops 
if i/2 
else 
emigrate_movement f- FindYositive_Movement( M n , balance_table, 
migratLmovem nt} 
immigrate_movement f- Find_N egativeJvI ovement( M n, balance_table, 
immigrateJnovem nt} 
i f-i+l 
Update(balancdabl } 
mov ment f- emigrate_mov m nt U immigrate_movement 
Mn = M n{J:'n, c;;n, en, e n, Qn} i the finest grid level where Fn is the full node 
tab le, gn is the ghost node tab;e , [n is the edge tab le, e n is the connection table and 
Qn is t he n ighbour node tabl . The n ighbour node table stores information for the 
full nodes QJ,- and th ghost nodes QQ' ee section 4.2.2. 
Th population_table contain the numb r of nodes in each pro essor (see section 
6 .2.1). It is built by an all-to-all communication call at the b ginning of the load 
balancing routine. 
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The balance_table keeps track of which processors have too many or too few nodes. 
A negative value in the table implies that there are not enough nodes. A positive value 
implies that there are too many. The aim of the algorithm is to get all of the entries set 
to zero. The routine call Update is an all-to-all communication call which updates the 
entries in balance_table after Find_Positive_Movement and Find_Negative_Movement are 
called. 
The result return by the algorithm is a record containing the number of nodes 
which need to be moved between the neighbouring processors. A schematic view of an 
example movement record for processor p is given in figure 8.5 . 
Figure 8.5: Example movement record. To re-balance the load we need to push 3 nodes 
out of processor p into processor qo , 5 into processor q2, 6 into processor q3 and pull 4 
nodes in from processor ql. 
The algorithm contains two main steps . In the first step the nodes are pushed 
out of the processors with a greater then average number of nodes. In the second 
step the nodes are pulled into the processors with less t hen average number of nodes. 
Experimental results show that it is necessary to have both the push and pull steps 
otherwise the convergence rate slows down after a few iteration. If, for example, we 
just pushed the nodes out of the processors, then a lay r of proces ors with close to 
average number of nodes tends to form. Since the movement of nodes through this 
layer is slow , the convergence rate deteriorates. 
The Find_Positive_Movement routine pulls nodes in to the current processor (increas-
ing the number of nodes), while the Find_Negative-1Vlovement routine pushes nodes 
out of the current processor (decreasing th number of nodes). We shall focus on 
Find_Positiv _Movement since Find_Negative_Movement is simil ar. 
Find_Positive_Movement 
The a lgorithm for Find_Positive_Mov ment is given below. It is call d by each processor 
p co ncurrently. 
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Algorithm 8.2 
emigrate_movement f- Find_Positive_M ovement( Mn, balance_table, 
migrate_movement) 
{ 
} 
if balancdable[p} < 0 
number_missing_nodes f-- balance_table[p} 
else 
number_missing_nodes f-O 
number _of_n eighbours f- Qg. number_of_neighbours 
segment f-number _missing_nodes/number _of_neighbours 
for q such that Qg ( q) :f. ¢ 
number_pulLnodes f-min(number_missing_nodes , segm nt) 
if balancdable[q} < 0 
number_pull_nodes f-O 
number_missing_nodes f-nUmbeLmissing_nodes - number_pull_nodes 
balance_table[p} f-balance_table[p} + number_pulLnodes 
Send(q, number_pulLnodes) 
for q such that Q} (q) :f. ¢ 
Get(q, neighbour_number_pulLnodes) 
emigrate_movement[q} f- emigrate_movement[q} 
+ neighbour_nUlnbeLpulLnodes 
balance_table[p} f-balance_table[p} - neighbour_number_pull_nodes 
The record returned by the routine, emigrate_movement, stores the number of 
nodes which n d to be moved out of the current processor . For example the emt-
grate_movement record correspond ing to figure .5 is given in figure .6. 
F igure .6: Em ig rate movement record keeps t rack of t he nodes moving out of the 
proc ssor. 
Th algorithm has two main loop. iven number_missing_nod , the first loop tries 
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to grab segment nodes from the neighbouring processors. For example, suppose we had 
the processors given in figure 8.7 then the average number of nodes is 20 . In which case 
segment = (20-10)/2 = 5 nodes are grabbed from processor 1 by processor 2. Further 
more processor 3 wi ll grab (20-5)/2 = 7 nodes from processor 4. ote that processor 2 
does not try to grab any nodes from processor 3 since processor 3 has less then average 
number of nodes . Figure 8 .8 shows the resulting distribution after one iteration of the 
loop. 
25 10 5 =r 40 
Figure 8.7: Example distribution of nodes. The arrows show which processors are 
neighbours . 
15 12 =v 33 
Figure . : Resulting distribution after fir t iteration of Find_Po itive~ovement. 
The second loop builds emigrate_movement. It looks at how many nodes the neigh-
bouring processors wants to grab from the current processor. Passing the number of 
pu ll nodes between the processors involves a communication call, but we have found 
t hat the communication costs are very low. 
8.1.1 Parallel Implementation 
The main problem with a lgorithm .1 is that it assumes that the node are moved into 
the processors before they are moved out. For example, if we had three processors with 
29, 2 and 8 nodes per processor as in figure .9, then we might try to redistribute the 
load as in figure 8.10. To be able to move five node out of processor 2 into processor 3 
we would have to firstly move four nodes from processor 1 into processor 2* . However, 
this places an ordering on the proces or and thus reduces the scalabi li ty. In the next 
section we will show that the nodes are moved out of the proc ssor before the new ones 
are are moved in. If there are not enough nodes in the processor then we move as many 
as are avail abl . Therefore, the distribution for the three proc s or example in figure 
8.9 would look like the dist ribution given in .11. 
'One node must be left in the proce or. 
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Figure 8.9: Origin al dist ribution of nodes across three processors . 
Figure .10: Balanced dist ribution after moving nodes in /out of processors. 
l
IT] 
. 13 
~ l4- 17 :r g 
F igure 8.11: Actual distr ibution th at we get if the nod es a re moved out of the processors 
before the new ones a re moved in. 
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Consequently the algorithm does not work well if there are a small number of nodes 
in the processors. Section 8.5 looks at this further. 
8.2 Picking The Nodes To Be Moved 
Once we have determined how many nodes should be moved , the next step is to pick 
which nodes we want to move. The main aim here is to pick the nodes so that the grid 
partitions are not broken up into a lo t of li ttle segments. See for example figure 8.12. 
If node Na is moved out of the processor then the grid would break up into two small 
segments. The problem with the small segments is that the ratio of ghost nodes to full 
nodes is high so they increase the amount of communication to computation. 
f 
e 
Figure 8.12: If node a is moved to another processor then the grid is split up into two 
small segments. 
This problem is avoided by moving the nodes that are loosely con nected to the main 
g roup of nodes . That is, those nodes that are not joined to many other full nodes in the 
grid are picked. So in figure 8.12, we would not pick node a sinc it is joined to four 
other nodes. Rather , we would pick it her Nb , Nc or Nd since they a re only connected 
to two other nodes. A more detail d de cription of the algorithm follows. 
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Algorithm 8.3 
pick_nodes f- Find_Emigrate_Group( Mn, movement) 
{ 
} 
boundary_nodes f-Find_Boundary_ odes(M n) 
pick_nodes f- Find_Singleflodes( Mn, movement, boundary_nodes) 
no_oj_connections f-2 
while NoLEnough_Nodes(pick_nodes, movement) 
new_nodes f- Find-Emigrate_N odes (Mn, movement, boundary_nodes, 
pick_nodes, no_oJ_connections) 
J01' g E Q} 
picks_nodes[g] f- picLnodes[g] U new_nodes[g] 
boundary_nodes f- boundary_nodes \ new_nodes[g] 
Jor N E new_nodes[g] 
boundary_nodes f-boundary_nodes U CA ( ) \ gn \ pick_nodes[g] 
iJ fs_Empty(new_nodes) 
no_connections f-no_connections + 1 
else 
no_connections f- 2 
ODES 
Find_Emigrate_Group finds the nodes which should be moved out of the processors. 
All of the information needed to find the e nodes is already sitting on the processors so 
no communication is required. ote that the movement record passed into the routine is 
equivalent to emigrate_movement. We do not use immigrate_movement in this routine. 
The algorithm basically loops around the processor boundary nodes (i.e. the full 
nodes connected to a ghost node) and 'peels' off those nodes with a a small number 
of con nections to other full nodes. Th main complication is taking the movement of 
the nodes into account. For example, if Ne in figure 8.12 has been picked to be moved , 
then we would have to adjust the nu mber of full node connections for nodes i and Ne 
from four to three. 
Th full node connections a re taken to be the intra-grid connections between two full 
nodes. W use intra-grid connections as opposed to the edges to handle grid structures 
other then linear triangles such as quad ril ateral grids. 
Now I ts look at each step in mol' detail. 
Find_Boundary_N odes 
The algorithm for Find_Boundary_Nodes is; 
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A lgorithm 8 .4 
boundary_nodes f-FinLBoundary_Nodes(Mn) 
{ 
} 
for Ni E g n 
for Nj E CA (Ni) 
if Nj rf- g n 
boundary_nodes f- boundary_nodes U{ N j } 
8.2. PICK NODES 
Find_Boundary_Nodes finds the nodes sitting along the processor boundary. They 
are the fu ll nodes connected to a ghost node. 
The statement, 
boundary_nodes f-boundary_nodes \ new_nodes[q) 
for N E new_nodes[q) 
boundary_nodes f-boundary_nodes U CA ( ) \ gn \ pick_nodes[q] 
from a lgorithm 8 .3 takes the movement of the nodes into account and adjusts the table 
of boundary nodes accordingly. 
Find_Emigrate_Nodes 
Find_Emigrate_Nodes finds the node with the given number of connections and then 
decides which processor they should move to. 
Algorithm 8 .5 
new_nodes f-Find_Emigrate_Nodes(M n, movement, boundary_nodes, pick_nodes, 
no_of_connections) 
{ 
} 
nodes f-Pick_Nodes(j\;( n, boundary_nodes, pick_nodes, no_of_connections) 
new_nodes f-PicLProcessor (Mn, movement, pick_nodes, nodes) 
The Pi k_P1'Ocessor routine is described in detail in section .2.1. For now we will 
focus on Pick_Nod s. 
Pick_Nodes 
T he a lgorithm used to find the nod es is; 
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A lgorithm 8.6 
nodes t- Pick_Nodes(Mn, boundary_nodes, pick_nodes, no_of_connections) 
{ 
} 
move_nodes t- ep 
fo r q E Q} 
move_nodes t-move_nodes U pick_nodes[q] 
fo r Ni E boundary_nodes 
if I{Nj : Nj E CA (Ni) \ move_nodes} I ::; no_of _connections 
nodes t-nodes U{N;} 
Lets explain the statement {Nj : Nj E CA(Ni) \ move_nodes} more clearly. The set 
{Nj : Nj E CA(Ni)} is the set of in tra-grid connections for Ni. For example the set 
of intra-grid connection for h from .12 is {Nh , b, Ng , a, J}. T he extra condition 
j (j. move_nodes, makes sure t hat we take the movement of the nodes into account. 
So, if Nb has a lready been picked to be moved in figure .12, then we do not include it 
when co unting the number of con nections to h. 
N oLEnough_N odes 
NOLEnough_Nodes looks at how many nodes have a lready been picked (as given by 
pick_nodes) a nd compares it to t he nu mber of node which needs to be moved (as given 
by movement). If enough nodes have not been picked t hen it return true, otherwise it 
ret urns false. 
FindSingle_N odes 
Nodes that a re not connected to any other full nod e a re moved out of the current 
processor irrespective of the number of nodes in the neighbouring processors. That is 
the nod es may be moved to a neighbouring processor even if that processor is not in 
movement. The main reaso n for t his is to p revent an isla nd forming a round the single 
nodes . An isla nd is a small grid segment detached from t he main gro up. As mentioned 
previously, the ratio of ghost nodes to full nodes for t hese small egments is high. 
FindSingleflodes is simila r to FillcLEmigrate_Node . The main difference is that 
the movem nt record may be extended to include ext ra neighbouring processors before 
P ick_Processor is called . 
8.3 Picking The Processors 
After followin g the steps from the pI' vious two sections w know how many nodes 
sho uld be moved out the proce sor and which nodes should b moved. The next step 
is to determin e which pro essor they should be moved to. For example, suppose node 
i has b en picked to be moved out of processor 4 in figur .13 t hen we have to 
decid e whether to move the node to processor 2 or processor 3. To do thi we use the 
pref rence valu e given by t he Kernigh a n-Lin method . 
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Processor 1 Processor 2 
Processor 3 Processor 4 
Figure .13 : The Kernighan-Lin method is used to pick which processor 
move to. 
The definition of the preference value for node, Ni, is, 
where 
](q(Ni) = :z= CN"N) - :z= CN .. N) 
CN .. N) = { ~ 
N) EFq N) EFp 
N;i-N) 
if nodes i and Nj are connected 
otherwise 
should 
(8.1) 
The preference value com pares the numb r of nodes Ni is co nnected to in the current 
processor with the number of nodes it is connected to in the neighbouring processors. 
For example, in figure .13 N; is connected to 1 other node in processor 4 and 3 nodes 
in processor 2. Therefore the preference value is ](2 = 3-1 = 2. If we moved Ni to 
processor 2 then it would red uce the number of communication link by 2. 
In terms of the parallel implementation ach processor can calculate the preference 
value without the need to do a ny communication. All of the information is already 
sto red in the neighbour node lists. 
detailed description of the algorithm used to assign the proce sors follows; 
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Algorithm 8.7 
new_nodes +- Pick_Processor(j\;f n, movement, picks_nodes, nod ) 
{ 
} 
new_nodes +- 4> 
jor N i E nodes 
prejerence +- Calculate_Prej erence( M n, N i, pick_node . new_nodes) 
new_nodes +-Pick_Node_Processor(Mn, movement, pick_nodes, 
new_nodes, Ni, prejerence) 
Algorithm 8.8 
new_nodes +-Pick_Node_Processor(Mn, movement, picks_nod s, new_nodes, N, 
{ 
} 
prejerence) 
jirsLprejerence +- Top (prej erence) 
neighbour +- jirsLprejerence. processor_no 
ij NOLFull(movement, neighbour, pick_nodes, new_nodes) 
new_nodes[neighbotlr} +-new_nodes[neighbour} U {N} 
else 
Nmin +-Min_Preje, nce(new_nodes[neighbourj) 
ij Nmin .prej erence ~ N.prejerence 
new_nodes[neighbour} +-new_nodes[neighbour} U { f} 
new_nodes[neighbour} +-new_nodes[neighbour} \ { min} 
prejerence +- Calc1tiate_Prejerence(M n, Nmin' new_nodes, p'ick_nodes) 
new_nodes +- P ick_Processor (Mn, movement, picLnodes, new_nodes, 
Nmin' pr jerence) 
else 
prej erence +- preference \ jirsLprejerence 
new_nodes +- P ick_Process07' (M n, movement, picLnodes, new_nodes, 
N. pl'ef 1" nce) 
The algorithm is basicall y a bucket sort. In the first if statemen t we check to see is 
the bucket is fu II. The bucket is full if 
movement. no_nodes pick_nodes[neighbo1trJ. no_nodes 
+ new_nodes[neighbourJ. no_nodes. 
If the bucket is not full then the node is added to the bucket. In other words the 
node is add d to the list of node to b moved to neighbour proces o r (see figure .14). 
If the bucket is fu ll , we then search for the node with t he smalles t preference value 
(Nmin ). If that node has a small r preference value then N it i removed from the 
cur rent bucket and placed in the n xt available bucket. See figure .15. If the preference 
valu e for N is less then min, f is pia d in the next available buck t. 
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N 
D 
Neighbour I 1 r 
(first preference) Ej 
Neighbour 2 
(second preference) 
.3. PICK PROCESS 
eighbour 3 
(third preference) 
Figure 8 .14: Example bucket sort. N may be added to the first bu cket if it is not full. 
N 
~ .. ," 
Neighbour J 1" .... . r 
( first preference) Ej 
Neighbour 2 
(second preference) 
Neighbour 3 
(third preference) 
Figure .15: In t his example t h first bucket is fu ll so a node must be removed before 
a new nod can be added. 
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Calculate_Pref erence 
The routine given below for calculating the preference value essentially implements 
equation 8 .1 , except that it has been extend ed to t a ke the movement of the nodes into 
account. 
Algorithm 8.9 
pref erence +-Calculate_Preference{M n , pick_nodes, new_node, N) 
{ 
} 
for q such that Q} ( q) =F <P 
move_nodes +-pick_nodes[q] U move_nodes[q] 
if Is_Neighbour_Processor{M n , move_nodes, N, q) 
node_pref erence +-Calculate_Pref erence{M n , m ov _nodes, N , q) 
pref erence +-pref erence U n ode_pref erence 
pr f eren ce +-Sort{pref el'ence) 
Algorithm 8.10 
pref erence +-Calculate_Pref erenc (M , m ove_node, N, q) 
{ 
} 
pref erence +-0 
for N i E CA(N ) 
if N i E T n 
if N i E move_nodes[q] 
pref erence +-pref erence + 1 
else 
preference +-pref erenc - 1 
else if N i E Qg(q) 
pref erence +- pre} rence + 1 
Is_N eighbour_Processorch ecks to see if N is connected to a node in the neighbouring 
processor, q, or if it is connected to a node tha t is moving to th e neig hbouring processor. 
8.4 Moving The Nodes 
Surprisingly, one of the more diffi ult pa rts of the a lgori thm is moving the nodes. The 
reason being that we have to be careful to update the communication pattern properly. 
For example, s uppose the nod es were distributed in the form a t given in figure 8.16. If 
nod e N a is moved from processor 4 to processor 3, then th e g ho t node in processor 2 
will have to be to ld where th e full nod is moving to. 
The proc ss of updating the communica tion pa ttern may beco me quite complex. 
When nod N a is moved the g hos t nod e copies of band J c al 0 have to be moved 
to compl te the connections . So th full nod e copies of Nb a nd Ae in processor 2 will 
have to be to ld t here wi ll be new g host nod e copies in proce SO l' 3. However , it is 
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Processor 1 Processor 2 
c 
Processor 3 Processor 4 
Figure .16: ode N a is to be moved from processor 4 to proces or 3. ode Nb is to 
be moved from processor 2 to processor 1. The dark circle repre ent fu ll nodes , while 
the open circles represent ghost nodes . 
possible that the full node copies of Nb and Nc are being moved ou t of processor 2 into 
processor 1 the same time th a t the gho t node copies are being moved out of processor 
4. Therefore we have to let processor 4 know that the full nod a re being moved so 
that it sends the location of the new gho t nodes to processo r 1 rather then processor 
2. Furthermore we still have to take t h inter-grid co nnections in to account. That is , 
there may be a ghost node on the fin e g rid connected to node Na by the interpolation 
connection. In which case the ghost node in the fine grid will al 0 have to be moved 
from processor 4 to processor 3. Clearly, this can become quite a mess. 
The method that we use to move th e nodes is to make a reco rd of intended move-
ment, communicate that information and then move t he node. Th at way the program 
can free ly move the nodes , without the need to send their new positions to the cor-
responding ghost or full nodes, and then use the movement records to update the 
commu nication pattern. 
Befo re describing the algorithm lets introduce the notation )\.1* to be the set of grid 
levels in the multigrid algoriLhm. That is \.1 *= {MI, \.1 2, ... , \.1 n }. The algorithm 
for moving the nodes is; 
Algorithm 8.11 
M *+-Move_Nodes(M *, pick_nod , migrate_movement, immigrate_movement) 
{ 
} 
M *+- Emigrate.-l\fodes(M *, pi Lnode , emigrat _movemcnt) 
M *+- Immigrate_ ode (M *, picLnodes, immigrateJ110VCm nt) 
M *+- Trim (M*) 
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The nodes are moved in two steps. The first step sends t he nodes out of t he 
current processor into the neighbouring processor (EmigrateJlodes) , while t he second 
step reads in the new nodes from t he neighbouring processo r (ImmigrateJlodes). 
These algorithms may be implemented in a multigrid or multilevel style . In the 
multigrid style, we ensure that the coarse grid nodes sit in t he same processor as the 
fine grids. That is Ni E F;' => Ni E F;'+1. The disadvantage of the multigrid 
algorithm is that t he nodes on all of t he grid level need to be moved , so it may take 
a while to re-balance . In the multilevel algorit hm t he grids are spread independently 
across the various processors so Ni E F;' i? Ni E F;'+1 . The disadvantage of the 
multilevel approach is that more ghost nodes are needed to complete t he inter-grid 
connections, thus increasing the amount of communication. 
We will focus on the mult ilevel approach. 
8.4.1 Emigrate_Nodes 
The algorithm for Emigrate_Nodes is; 
Algorithm 8.12 
M * f- Emigrate_Nodes ( M *, pick_nodes, emigrate_movement) 
{ 
} 
M nf-Emigrate_Fine ( M n, pick_nodes, emigrate_movement) 
M n- 1 f-Emigrate_Complete(M n- 1 , pick_nodes, emigrate_movement) 
M * f- Remove-Emigrate_Grid( M *, pick_nodes) 
Emigrate_Fine moves t he nodes on t he finest grid level. When t he fine grid nodes 
are moved , some of the nodes on t he next coarsest grid may also have to be moved to 
complete the rest riction connections. Emigrate_Complete finds t hose nodes . 
Em igrate_Fine 
The algorithm for Emigrate_Fine is; 
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Algorithm 8.13 
M n t-Emigrate_Fine (M n, pick_nodes, emigrate_movement) 
{ 
} 
for q E emigrate_movement.processor_no 
emigrate_grid t-Find_Emigrate_Nodes(Mn, picLnodes[qJ) 
movemenLrecord t- Find_MovemenLRecord( M n, emigrate_grid) 
Send_Record(Mn, movemenLrecord) 
emigrate_grid t-Find_Emigrate_Edges (M n, emigrate_grid) 
emigrate_grid t- Find_Emigrate_ Connections (M n, emigrate_grid) 
GeLRecord(Mn, movemenLrecord) 
M nt- Update_Neighbour_Table(Mn, movemenLrecord) 
emigrate_grid t- Find_Neighbour _ Table (M n, emigrate_grid) 
Send_Grid(q, emigrate_grid) 
Lets focus on the routines which build emigrate_grid first. 
Suppose Na is to be moved from t he grid in figure 8.17. Then all of the infor-
mation required to complete the connections with Na also needs to be moved. The 
rou t ines Find_Emigrate_Nodes, Find_Emigrate_Edges, Find-Emigrate_Connections and 
Find_Neighbour_Table are responsible for co llect ing that informat ion . 
c 
--_. Ng rA-----. 
Figure .17: To move the node Na , t he nodes Nb, N c , Nd, Ng have be added to 
emigrate_grid to complete the connections. 
Find_Emigrate_Nodes finds all of the nod es that a re to be moved . They are t he 
nodes in pick_nodes plus the ghost nodes needed to complete the connections. 
T hat is, the full nodes and ghost nodes returned by Find_Emigrate_Nodes are; 
migrate_grid[q].F 
emigrate_grid[ q]. 9 
pick_nodes[q] n F n 
B(£ , p'ick_nodes[q]) U B(C pick_nodes[q]) \ pick_nodes[q] . 
Find_Emigrate_Edges finds all of t he edges joined to the nod es in pick_nodes. So 
emigrate_grid[q].£ = {(Ni, Nj) E £n : Ni, N j E emigrate_grid.F U emigrate_grid.9} . 
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Similarly, Find_Emigrate_Connection finds all of the connection to the nodes In 
pick_nodes. So 
The final step in building emigrate_grid is to add the neighbour node table by us-
ing Find_Neighbour_Table. ote that the entries in the neighbour node table have 
already been adjusted to take the movement of the nodes into account by using Up-
date_Neighbour _ Table. 
emigrate_grid[q]. Q-F = Q}(pick_nodes[q)) 
if Ni E gn 
otherwise 
The full node entries in the neighbour node table are copied straight out of the grid. 
The ghost nodes entries have to be adjusted since some of the ghost nodes in 
emigrate_grid[q] are full nodes in the grid . For example in figure 8.17 Nc is in the 
original grid as a full, but it has been added to emigrate_grid as a ghost node. 
In the im plementation we do not send the whole grid at once by using Send_Grid, 
but rather we send parts of the grid as soon as it is available. For example the nodes 
are sent straight after Find_Emigrate_Nodes is called . 
movemenLrecord 
As mentioned earlier, a record of intended movement is created before the nodes are 
sent. That record is build by Find_MovemenLRecord. 
The movemenLrecord contains two lists, one for the full nodes and one for the ghost 
nodes . In Send_Record the record of full node movement is sent to the processor in Q}, 
while the record of ghost node movement is sent to the processors in Qg. 
Update_Neighbour_Table uses the movement record to update the entries in Qn. 
ote that when Update_Neighbour_Table is called the nodes have only been moved out 
of the processors. 0 new nodes have been read in. Therefore, the neighbour node 
table wi ll be incorrect until Immigrate_Nodes is called. 
Emigrate_ Complete 
Emigrate_Complete finds the entries needed to complete the restriction connections. 
It 's a lgorithm is similar to EmigrateYine and is given below; 
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A lgorithm 8.14 
M n- 1 f-Emigrate_Complete(Mn-l, picLnodes, emigrate_movement) 
{ 
} 
for q E emigrate_movement 
emigrate_grid f-Find_Complete_Nodes(Mn-l, picLnodes[qJ) 
movemenLrecord f-Find~ovemenLRecord( M n- 1 , emigrate_grid) 
Send-Record(Mn, movemenLrecord) 
emigrate_grid f-Find_Emigrate_Edges(Mn-l, emigrate_grid) 
emigrate_grid f-Find_Emigrate_Connections(Mn- 1 , emigrate_grid) 
GeLRecord(Mn- 1 , movemenLrecord) 
M n- 1 f- Update_Neighbour_Table(Mn-l, movemenLrecord) 
emigrate_grid f- Find_Neighbour _ Table (M n- 1 , emigrate_grid) 
Send_Grid(q, emigrate_grid) 
The only change t hat has been made here is that Find-Emigrate_Nodes has been 
replaced by Find_CompLete_Nodes. The record returned by Find_Completeflodes is; 
emigrate_grid[q] .F 
emigrate_grid[ q] . 9 
¢ 
B(CR , pick_nodes[q] n T n) \ pick_nodes. 
8 .4. 2 Immigrate_Nodes 
Most of the work is done in Emigrate_Nodes. Immigrate_Nodes just reads in the in-
formation from the neighbouring processor and adds it to t he grid. The algorithm for 
Immigrate_Nodes is; 
A lgorit hm 8 .15 
M *f- Immigrate_Nodes(M *, immigrate_movement) 
{ 
} 
fo r q E immigrate_movement 
GeLGrid(q, immigrate_grid) 
M nf-Add_Nodes(M n, immigrate_grid) 
M n f- Add_Edges ( M n, immigrate_grid) 
M nf-Add_ Connections( M n, immigrate_grid) 
M nf-Add_Neighbour_Table(M n, immigrate_grid) 
for q E immigrate_movement 
GeLGrid(q, immigrate_grid) 
M n- 1 f-Add_Nodes(Mn-l, immigrate_grid) 
M n- 1 f-A dd_Edges(M n- l , immigrate_grid) 
M n- 1 f-Add_Connections(Mn- 1 , immigrate_grid) 
M n- 1 f-Add_Neighbour_Table(Mn-l, immigrate_grid) 
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We can not remove the nodes from the grid as soon as they have been sent to the 
neighbour processors since some of the information may be needed by the next coarser 
grid. For example, to find the ghost nodes in Find_Complete_Nodes, we need to use 
the restriction connections from the nodes in the next finest grid. Therefore, we use 
Remove_Emigrate_Grid to remove the entries after the nodes from all of the levels have 
been sent. 
Remove_Emigrate_Grid essentially copies the nodes in pick_nodes from Fm to gm. 
When these nodes are moved the corresponding entries in QJ:' and Qg also have to be 
updated. 
8.4.4 Trim 
Suppose we moved the nodes Nc and Na in figure 8.17 and Nd was no longer connected 
to any full nodes. Then Nd should be removed from the grid since, by definition, ghost 
nodes must be connected to a full nodes. The routine Trim removes these nodes. 
Furthermore, if a full node no longer has a corresponding ghost node in another 
processor, it should be removed from Qr so that it does not send its update to that 
processor. 
8.5 Example Results 
We have already talked about the load ba.lancing routine in sections 6.6 and 7.3. The 
main issue that we would like to address here is the reason why we insist that each 
processor h as a certain n umber of nodes (> 25). The first reason is to keep the ratio of 
ghost nodes to full nodes low. If for example, the uniform square grid was spread across 
the processors so that there was only one node per processor, then there would be six 
ghost nodes for each full node. In other words, we would have to do six communication 
calls for each computation step. The other reason is that the load balancing routine 
works best when t here is not a small number of nodes in the processors. We reran 
example A.l so that each processor had a minimum of only five nodes. The resulting 
grid in figure .18 shows that the grid in some of the processors has been broken up into 
small segments, see for example the processor represented by dark circles. Furthermore 
some of the grid segments are long and thin. The ratio of ghost nodes to full nodes for 
these segments is high. Compare the grid with the one given in section A.I. 
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Figure 8 .1 : Grid spread over 16 processors after five levels of refinement . Each pro-
cessor contains a minimum of five nod s. 
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Conclusion 
We have presented a program which is designed to handle the parallel implementation 
of multigrid on unstructured grids using the finite element method. 
The data structure we use is a node-edge data structure similar to the one de-
scribed by Rude. We showed that in the serial implementation the grid at level m, 
M m = Mm{Nm,£m,cm}, is defined in terms of it's nodes , Nm, edges (topological 
connections), £m , and connections ( algebraic connections) Cm. 
In the parallel implementation the grid stored in processor p is given by M;' = 
M ;' {F;:, 9;', £;', c;', Q;'}. F;: is the set of full nodes and 9;' is the set of ghost 
nodes. The full nodes are the nodes from the original grid once it has been spread 
across the processors. That is, UF;: = Nm and F;: n r:: = 1> if P i= q. The ghost 
nodes complete the algebraic and topological connections. They are also used to set up 
the communication pattern. Each ghost node records the position of the corresponding 
full node and each full node records the position of any corresponding ghost node. The 
list of corresponding ghost or full nodes is stored in the neigh bour node table Q;'. 
Since the ghost nodes complete the connections, the stiffness matrix may be calcu-
lated in parallel without the need to do any communication. The efficiency results for 
these routines are very high . 
The refinement method that we use is the newest node bisection method. In this 
method the triangles are refined along the edges which sit opposite the newest node. 
These edge are called base edges . By keeping a record of the base edge the triangles 
may be split independently across the processors. 
When new nodes are added during r finement we must decide whether to add them 
as full nodes or ghost nodes . Furthermore, the neighbour node list must be updated 
accordingly. We showed that by exploi t ing the relationship between the ghost nodes 
and fu ll nodes, we may add these nodes and update the neighbour node table without 
the need for any communication, except for one all-to-all call at the beginning of the 
routine. onsequent ly the efficiency results for non-adaptive refinement a re very high. 
When the grids are refined adaptively we may have to spli t some of the neighbouring 
triangles to k ep the angle bounded away from 0 and 1r. We use interface-base edges 
to keep track of these neighbouring triangles . Interface-base edges are edges which sit 
between two different levels of refinement. In the parallel implementation we do need to 
us€' communication to ensure that the triangles sitting around the processor boundary 
are refined in the co rrect order. Consequently the efficiency of the adaptive refinement 
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routine is not as high as the other routin es. 
To re- bala nce the load afte r refi nement we use a heuristic a lgo ri t hm which lets the 
nodes flow out of the processors wit h too many nodes into the processors which do 
not have enoug h. By flow we mean that the nodes follow the connections between 
neighbouring processors. The results show that th is method works well when we do 
not have a small « 25) number of nod s in the processors. 
9 .1 Future Work 
Future projects that we a re in terested in include; 
9.1.1 Adding Extra Basis Functions 
The basis functions that we currently have in t he progra m include linear triangles, 
quadratic triangles, bilinear recta ngles and linear tetrahedrons. We have also exper-
imented with biquadratic and cubic basis funct ions. The ini t ial resul ts indicate t hat 
these ext ra bases functions may be included without any changes to t he rest of t he 
program . 
9.1.2 MPI Implementation 
We wou ld like to try replacing PVM with MP!. MPI is a fairly new parallel programming 
lang uage which offers many fea tures not available in PVM. Th ese features include global 
operations uch as globa l max a nd global min . We must fl atten our data t ructure before 
the in formation may be passed b tween neighbou ring processors. PVM makes another 
copy of that fl atten data structure before it actually sends the information. MPI a lso 
has a n option which will let us avoid this unnecessary ext ra copy. Furthermore, MPI 
has recently b n added to the I 1000. T he implementation of MPI on t he AP1000 
is fast r t hen PVM. We would like to how this effects our effi ciency res ults. 
9.1.3 Adaptive Refinement Of Quadrilateral Grids 
The ada ptive r fin ment of quadrilaLera l g rids should be easier t han t he refin ement of 
triangula r g rids . With t he quadril ateral g rids we do not build a list of neig hbouring 
quadril at ra l which need to be refined Lo ke p t h g rid co mpatibly divisible. However 
we s ti ll need to us in terface-base edge to k ep a record of tho e edges which sit 
betwee n two d iff rent lev Is of refin ment . Fu rt hermore, t hat inform ation will need to 
be passed b tw en the processor aL th nd or ach refi nem nt sw ep. 
9.1.4 Adaptive Refinem.ent Of Tetrahedral Grids 
We a lso want to look at t he adapLive r fin ement of tetrahed ra l grid . The a pproach 
t hat w pla n Lake i v ry simila r to the ada ptive refin ment of triangle. That is we 
sha ll us th in te rfac - base edge to ontrol t he order of r fin em nt. 
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9.1.5 Time Dependent Problems 
We feel t hat ft exl bility of the node-edge data st ructure makes it well suited to time 
dependent problems. The biggest bottle neck in our current parallel implementation 
is the cost of spreading the grid ou t after each level of refinement to try to fill up the 
processors. Time dependent problems wi ll let us do some work on the grid after it has 
been spread out . Therefore the init ial startup cost will not dominate the overall time. 
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Appendix A 
Examples of Non-Adaptive 
Refinement 
A.I Example 1 
A.L1 Problem 
Equation -6.u = sin (7rx) sin(7rY) · 
Boundary Condition u = o. 
Domain Unit square. 
A.L2 Initial Coarse Grid 
Figure A.l: Ini tial coarse grid. 
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APPENDIX A. NON-ADAPTI VE REFINEME T A.1 . EXAMPLE 1 
A.1.3 Example Fine Grid 
Figure A.2: Fine grid after three levels of refinement. 
A.1.4 Example Division Across The Processors 
Figure A.3: Grid spread over 16 processors after five levels of refi nement . 
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A.1.5 Solution 
o 
;; 
o 
, , 
o 0 
A.1. EXAMPLE 1 
Figure A.4 : Resul t after five levels of refinement. 
A.1.6 Error 
o 0 
F igure A.5: Error (pointwise) afte r five levels of refinement. 
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A.2 Example 2 
A.2.1 Problem 
Equation -6.u + u = -eXeY • 
Boundary Condition Boundary condition was chosen so that the exact solu t ion is 
u = eXeY . 
Domain Octago n. 
A.2.2 Initial Coarse Grid 
6.0 
5.4 
4.8 
4 .2 
3.6 
3.0 
2.4 
1.8 
1.2 
0.6 
0.0 
0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 3.6 4.2 4 .8 5.4 6.0 
Figure A.6: Initial coarse grid . 
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A .2.3 Example Fine Grid 
6.0 
5.4 
4.8 
4 .2 
3.6 
3.0 
2.4 
1.8 
1.2 
0.6 
0.0 
A.2. EXAMPLE 2 
0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 3.6 4 .2 4.8 5.4 6.0 
F igure A.7 : Fine grid after three levels of refinement. 
A.2.4 Example Division Across The Processors 
6.0 
5.4 
4 .8 
4.2 
3.6 
3.0 
2.4 
1.8 
1.2 
0.6 
0.0 
0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 3.6 4 .2 4.8 5.4 6.0 
F igure A.8: Grid spread over fou r processors after t hree levels of refinement. 
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A.2.5 Solution 
o 
o 0 
Figure A.9: Result after four levels of refinement. 
A.2.6 Error 
o 
.. 
o 
'" 
~O 
o 
t:: UJ~ 
~ 
o 
~ 
o 
"i' 
(1 
s 
F igu re A.10: Error (pointwise) aft r four levels of refinement. 
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A.3 Example 3 
A.3.1 Problem 
Equation -6u = sin(7rx) sin(7rY) sin(7rz) . 
Boundary Condition u = O. 
Domain eu be. 
A .3.2 Initial Coarse Grid 
Ll) 
o 
o 
o 
0.0 0.5 1.0 
Figure A.ll: Ini t ial coarse grid. 
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1.5 
ON-ADAPTIVE REFINEMENT 
A.3.3 Example Fine Grid 
'" c:i
o 
c:i 
0.0 0.5 
A.3. EXAMPLE 3 
1.0 1.5 
Figure A.12: Fine grid after three levels of refinement. 
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Examples Of Adaptive 
Refinement 
B.l Example 1 
B.1.l Problem 
Equation 6.u = O. See [55]. 
Boundary Condition The bound a ry condition was chosen so t hat u = r2/3sin(~ B). 
Domain L-shaped. 
B.1.2 Initial Coarse Grid 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
·0.2 
·0.4 
·0.6 
·0.8 
· 1.0 
, , I Ii. I • I I , 
· 1.0 ·0.8 ·0 .6 ·0.4 ·0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Fig ure B. 1: Ini tial coarse grid. 
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B .1.3 Example Fine Grid 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
-0.2 
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-0.6 
-0 .8 
-1.0 
B.l . EXAMPLE 1 
-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0 .2 0 .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 .8 1.0 
Figure B.2: Fine grid after five levels of adaptive refinement. 
B.1.4 Example Division Across The Processors 
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F igure B.3: Grid spread over eight processors after three levels of adaptive refinement. 
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B.1.5 Solution 
" .\ 
Figure B.4: Result after five levels of refinement . 
B.1.6 Error 
" , \ 
F igure B.5: Error after five levels of refin ment. 
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B.2 Example 2 
B.2.1 Problem 
Equation 6 u - 100u = f . See [55]. 
Boundary Condition The boundary condition was chosen so that u = (cosh(1 0x) + 
cosh (lOy)) / (2 cosh 10) . 
Domain Uni t square. 
B.2.2 Initial Coarse Grid 
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F igure B.6: Ini tial coarse grid. 
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B.2.3 Example Fine Grid 
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Figure B.7: Fine grid after one level of whole grid refinement followed by seven levels 
of adaptive refinement. 
B .2.4 Example Division Across The Processors 
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F igure B.8: Gr id spread over eight processors afte r o ne level of whole g rid refi nement 
fo llowed by six levels of adaptiv re f! nement. 
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B.2 .5 Solution 
'" ci 
'" ci
o 
o 0 
B.2. EXAMPLE 2 
Figure B.9: Result after one level of whole grid refinement followed by seven levels of 
adaptive refinement. 
B.2 .6 Error 
o 0 
F igure B.lO: Error after one level of whole grid refinement and seven levels of adaptive 
refinement. 
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B.3 Example 3 
B.3.1 Problem 
Equation C::.U = f. See [55]. 
B.3. EXAMPLE 3 
Boundary Condition The boundary conditions was chosen so that 
u = (x + 1)(x - 1)(y + 1)(y - 1) e-lOO(x2+y2). 
Domain Hexagon with corners (1) O)(t)~)(-1) O),(-t)~)(-t ) -~)(t)-~)· 
B.3.2 Initial Coarse Grid 
1.0 
0 .8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
·0.2 . 
·0.4 
·0.6 
·0 .8 
".0 
. 1.0 ·0.8 ·0.6 ·0.4 ·0 .2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Figure B.ll: Init ial coarse grid. 
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B.3.3 Example Fine Grid 
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Figure B.12: Fine grid after two levels of whole grid refinement followed by four levels 
of adapt ive refi nement. 
B.3.4 Example Division Across The Processors 
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F igure B.13: Grid spread over four processors after two levels of whole grid refinement 
followed by four levels of adaptive refinement . 
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B .3.5 Solution 
co 
c:i 
N 
c:i 
., .\ 
B.3. EXAMPLE 3 
Figure B.14: Resu lt after two levels of whole grid refinement followed by four levels of 
adaptive refinement . 
B.3.6 Error 
M 
o 
c:i 
N 
~ 
o 
(; 
c:i 
_0 
o 
t:::~ 
UJ~ 
o 
'" o 
c:i 
8 
* 
c:i 
, , 
.. ' . 
., . \ 
F igu re B.15: Error after two levels of whole g rid refi nement followed by four levels of 
adaptive refi nem nt. 
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B.4 Example 4 
B.4.1 Problem 
Equation t:. u = O. See [20] . 
B.4. EXAMPLE 4 
Boundary Condition u = 0 on t he outer boundary, u = 1 on the inner boundary. 
Domain See below. 
B.4.2 Initial Coarse Grid 
2.0 
1.6 
1.2 
0 .8 
0.4 
0.0 
·0.4 
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· 1.2 
· 1.6 
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Figure B.16: Initial coarse grid. 
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BA.3 Example Fine Grid 
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B.4. EXAMPLE 4 
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Figure B.17: Fine grid after six levels of adaptive refinement. 
BAA Example Division Across The Processors 
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Figure B.1 Grid spread ov r four processors afte r six lev of refinement. 
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BA.5 Solution 
Figure B.19: Result after six levels of refinement. 
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